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INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS PROJECT: AUGMENTED INTELLIGENT SPACE

B. Errouane, J. Platte, K. Klein, R. Schiewer

Faculty of Technology, Bielefeld University
Bielefeld, Germany

Supervisor: T. Pfeiffer

ABSTRACT

The goal of this project was to provide a system, with which
the user can navigate through and interact with a virtual
space that represents the real-world environment. To ensure
the immersion we use a head-mounted display (HMD) that
keeps track of the user’s head rotation and a marker tracking
software that determines the user’s head movement utilizing
a camera attached to the HMD. With movable markers and
a flexible two-handed input device we allow the user to in-
teract with the virtual world that is being simulated in the
Blender Game Engine. Using a flexible middleware we cre-
ated a modular software system that is easily expandable.

1. INTRODUCTION

When dealing for example with problems in a cognitive in-
formation technology context, there are often lots of sen-
sors, actuators and 3rd party applications involved, all con-
nected via a middleware. Hence keeping track of things can
become a difficult task. To carry out simple tasks like e.g.
verify the output of a sensor or, in general, a system com-
ponent, the user often has to do the same steps, (addressing
components, query data etc.) over and over again. In con-
trast to [1], where the focus was to provide an agent-based
intelligent system, to facilitate user tasks, we use a rather
simple and more controllable approach. We considered us-
ing a complex intelligent system would be a by far to ex-
treme strategy for what we want to achieve.

The idea behind AIS is to provide additional interfaces
to simplify and speed up the process of interaction by pro-
viding firsthand information inside the virtual representa-
tion of an environment. We thereby use a similar approach
like [3], but with a more lightweight software architecture
and a non-see-through display. Due to the simplified inter-
action principle, this approach also allows untrained users
to work with complex systems. Furthermore, in contrast to
[3] we do not concentrate on the human-robot-interaction in
particular and do not have to deal with the problems, that
accompany an augmented reality approach, because we use
the non-see-through display.
The main goals of AIS are as follows:

• Display a virtual representation of the users environ-
ment to the user via a head-mounted display.

• Provide an intuitive control mechanism to manipulate
the viewport of the rendered scene.

• Integrate several interaction interfaces for the user to
select and manipulate in the virtual space.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

The system we developed consists of several single compo-
nents. We use a head mounted display to visualize the scene,
one or more cameras for marker tracking purposes, a Razer
Hydra for advanced user inputs and a Microsoft Kinect cam-
era for displaying real world content within the simulation.

To display the virtual scenery to the user we utilize the
Oculus Rift head-mounted display. We have chosen the
Oculus Rift, because on the one hand it is a well known de-
vice and widely spread, thus there is already much support
and knowledge available. On the other hand, we wanted
a non-see-through HMD (head-mounted display), because
that way we maintain the full control over what the user can
see and what not. A third argument to favor the Oculus Rift
is the integrated accelerometer, which allows us to track the
user’s head turns in real time. The positional tracking of
the user’s head was not possible with the early prototype of
the HMD that we used. Unfortunately, the resolution of the
Oculus Rift’s display is only 640x400 pixels per eye, which
results in a very coarse grained image. But considering the
fact, that the next version of the Rift was already in devel-
opment by the start of our project, the low resolution was of
minor importance.

To track the user’s position inside the test environment,
we use a simple marker tracking approach, whereas for
marker detection we use a common webcam. Our first ap-
proach was to stick a marker the to HMD and track the po-
sition of this marker using a fixed camera with a known
position in the room. This worked fine but the space that
the user was tracked in was very limited. To extend this
space we would have to use multiple cameras all over the
room. We then changed our scenario to attached the camera
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itself to the HMD via a custom made 3D printed mount. We
printed out several markers and placed them in the room in
spots for the camera to see them and thus an algorithm we
developed (further explained in section 3.1) can determine
the user’s position in the environment. The markers are or-
dinary VR markers and theoretically replaceable, if another
marker-system could be found as good or better. Therefore,
the marker tracking library would have to be replaced as
well. The advantage of this solution is that we only have to
use the information of one webcam. Also it is way easier to
print out markers and place them in the room, than to do this
with webcams that all have to be calibrated and connected
with a pc.

The model of the environment was created in Blender.
This allowed the use of the Blender Game Engine, which of-
fers an easy to use simulation framework in which the user’s
actions can be processed and presented back to the user. Us-
ing the scripting mechanism of the Game Engine the other
software components’ data could be accessed easily.

Using a mouse and keyboard as input devices would
bring the advantage that most users are used to these de-
vices. But in our scenario with an HMD the usage of those
is not very advisable as you can not see your hands and
it would hinder your mobility as both devices need a solid
ground to work properly. So as interaction device the Razer
Hydra was chosen, because it offers 6 degrees of freedom
additionally to four buttons, one trigger button and an ana-
log stick for each hand. This allowed a wide variety of pos-
sibilities to interact with the system. Besides the data of the
stick has low input lag and a high precision. The Razer Hy-
dra has two position and orientation detecting controllers,
which are connected by wires with a base, thus the 6 de-
grees of freedom. This base creates a weak magnetic field in
which the controllers can be detected very accurately. Fig-
ure 1 shows a user with the controllers using our system.

We also use the Microsoft Kinect camera to display ar-
bitrary real world content in the simulation. Thus, it serves
as a link between real and simulated environment and is part
of our interaction scenario. The Kinect records a RGB and
a depth image, whereas both images have a resolution of
640x480 pixels.

To connect all of these components RSB (Robotics Ser-
vice Bus) was chosen as it is easily deployable and allows
to flexibly add more modules. This way it was possible
to easily add the Microsoft Kinect in a late stage of the
project. Further details about the interconnection between
these modules are outlined in 2.1.

2.1. Interconnection

With RSB different processes can communicate via the
Spread Toolkit. The bus provided by RSB is organized with
hierarchical scopes to which processes can send messages

Figure 1: A user of the system. You can see the HMD with
the mounted webcam and the two Razer Hydra controllers.
In the background several markers are visible that are used
to calculate the user’s head position.

and listen for messages of other processes.1

In this project we made heavy use of this functionality.
For example the marker tracker sends all found markers to
a certain scope for every camera frame and does not check
whether the data is being received by the calibration process
or not. The calibration application on the other hand listens
to said scope and reacts if it receives found markers. The
details of the calibration are described in section 3.1.

The same method was used to send the data of the dif-
ferent modules (Microsoft Kinect, Razer Hydra and Marker
Tracker) to a receiver which can be read by the Blender
Game Engine. In section 3.4 you can find further informa-
tion about this receiver.

With RSB it would easily be possible to distribute the
modules to different machines. With several sensors and
processing steps this option would be preferable to dis-
tribute the workload because it would result in a better over-
all performance. But in our case this was not necessary.

Figure 2: Connections between different modules. A blue
frame denotes a component written in C++

1see https://code.cor-lab.org/projects/rsb
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3. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

3.1. Marker Tracker & Calibration

If a camera is calibrated using the technique described in
[7], the used marker tracking software provides the trans-
formation matrices of markers that are visible to the cam-
era. These transformations are relative to the camera’s co-
ordinate system. The markers can be differentiated by an ID
which is encoded in the pattern of the markers themselves.
If the software saved these markers’ positions in an earlier
step, the camera’s position in the marker’s coordinate sys-
tem can derived. There are two calibration steps necessary
for this process to work.

The first step is the calibration of the camera by show-
ing it a uniform chessboard printout. A calibration program
uses this image information to calculate the intrinsic param-
eters of the camera and saves these to an XML-file. This file
is later on used by the marker tracking software to calculate
the markers’ positions with respect to the camera.[7]

The second step is the calibration of the markers’ posi-
tions in the room. As these markers are used to determine
the user’s position, they may not be moved later on. Us-
ing the intrinsic parameters previously gained, the marker-
tracker sends the marker transformations with respect to the
camera to the calibration software via RSB as explained in
2.1. The calibration software receives these markers and
handles them as follows:

• If the found marker is the first one to be received, it
is saved as the origin of the world coordinate system.
It’s transformation-matrix is a 4x4 identity matrix. The
marker is further on called a known marker.

• If the found marker is an unknown marker, but a known
marker was also found in the same frame, it’s transfor-
mation in the world space is saved and the marker is fur-
ther on known to the system. The world transformation
Tu,w can be calculated using the following formula:

Tu,w = Tu,c ∗ T−1
k,c ∗ Tk,w

where the index u denotes the unknown and k the
known marker. Transformations with index c are with
respect to the camera coordinate system and the index
w corresponds to matrices relative to the world coordi-
nate system. Multiplication of transformation matrices
is equal to the successive application of them2. So in
this case the result is exactly the matrix we want. Fig-
ure 3 helps to get an idea what the transformations rep-
resent.

• In any other case, the marker is ignored

2see http://www.3dcoding.de/2011/10/order-of-matrix-multipliation-
and-its-effect-on-transformations/

Figure 3: Visualization of the calibration process and the
matrices involved (represented by arrows). Both markers
are in the camera’s image.

When the calibration is done, the marker-tracker re-
ceives the calibration data which includes the marker IDs
and the corresponding transformation matrices in the world
coordinate system.

From now on if any known marker is found in the cam-
era image, the camera position in world coordinates is be-
ing sent to the Blender Game-Engine using RSB and the
cython-wrapper explained in 3.4. The game engine changes
the scene’s camera position accordingly. This way the user’s
position in the virtual reality always corresponds to his real-
world position if a known marker is visible to the camera.

Unknown markers world transformations are being sent
to the game engine as well to be able to move virtual objects.
These marker’s transformations Tu,w are calculated using
the formula:

Tu,w = Tu,c ∗ Tcamera

where the indices are the same as before, but Tcamera is the
last known camera position.

This is used (instead of calculating the current position
with a known marker’s transformation), to provide a flu-
ent visualization of marker movement to the user. Other-
wise the marker movement of unknown markers would not
be represented in the virtual reality if no known marker is
visible and thus the immersion of the virtual reality would
probably suffer.

3.2. Razer Hydra

While using the the Razer Hydra, a problem is that there
is a difference between the coordinate system in which the
Razer Hydra controllers are represented and the coordinate
system of Blender. In both systems the x-axis points to the
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right. But the y-axis for the Razer Hydra points up while in
Blender it points forward, into the screen, and the z-axis for
the Razer Hydra points backwards, out of the screen, while
it points up in Blender. This behavior is shown in figure 4.

x

y

z

Razer Hydra

x

y

z
Blender

Figure 4: Different coordinate systems for the Razer Hydra
and Blender

To use the data the Razer Hydra controllers provide us
in Blender, we have to modify it. For the positions we only
have to swap the y- and z-coordinate and after that change
the sign of the new y-coordinate.




x
y
z


 7→




x
−z

y




Note that the data received from the Razer Hydra is given in
millimeters, while we use one Blender unit as one meter, so
we have to divide the position data by a factor of 1000.

A bit more difficult is the mapping for the rotation ma-
trix. As the columns in the rotation matrix are orthogonal
basis vectors, we have to do the following3. The first step is
to swap the rows like we did above.




x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

z1 z2 z3


 7→




x1 x2 x3

−z1 −z2 −z3

y1 y2 y3




Then we operate the same mapping to the columns of the
matrix.




x1 x2 x3

−z1 −z2 −z3

y1 y2 y3


 7→




x1 −x3 x2

−z1 z3 −z2

y1 −y3 y2




So all in all we come up with the following mapping for
the rotation matrices:




x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

z1 z2 z3


 7→




x1 −x3 x2

−z1 z3 −z2

y1 −y3 y2




3see http://sixense.com/forum/vbulletin/showthread.php?3591-
Tutorial-2-Coordinate-Space

3.3. Interaction

Sticking to these mappings we can use the data of the Razer
Hydra in Blender to rotate and move a model of two hands
and perform interactions.

To interact with something, e.g. a camera, we create a
semitransparent red ray which has the left hand’s position
as its origin and the difference of the right hand’s position
and the left hand’s position as the direction.

For the rotation of this ray we use the Rodrigues matrix
which rotates by any given angle about a given axis4. We
model the ray pointing up, so by using the cross product of
(0, 0, 1)T and the normalized direction vector between the
hands, we get the rotation axis and the sine of the angle. For
the specific rotation matrix we also need the cosine which
is given by the dot product of the same two vectors.

For the manipulation of a camera, we damped the ro-
tation to achieve a more accurate handling of the rotation.
Euler angles are used for this damping. As a damping fac-
tor we decided to take 1

5 for each Euler angle which gives
the user a quite good way to rotate the camera as much as
intended.

To avoid toggling of the rotation due to the damping
after rotating about more than 180 degree, we fix the old
rotation if the norm of the difference of the previous and the
current Euler angles is greater than a certain threshold.

3.4. Cython Wrapper

As already stated, most of the external data is transported
to and from Blender via RSB. The gap between the arriving
or departing data on the host computer (the one, which runs
Blender) and the use of this data in Blender is filled with a
custom written receiver class.

We use Cython to wrap a C++ class within a python-
library for use within a python application and thereby ef-
fectively connect Blender and RSB5. The Cython wrapper
offers functionality to query different sensors, that are ex-
pected to send data via RSB. The query-and-use pattern is
always the same:

1. Within Blender script: Poll data cache (Cython wrap-
per function) regularly

2. If data was obtained (check e.g. length of received
buffer), use it

One advantage of this strategy is, that if data was re-
ceived, it stays in the buffer until the application is shut
down or new data arrives. Thus, the receiving and han-
dling of external data is properly separated and one can even
turn off a sensor (e.g. for debugging purposes) and continue
work with the remaining data in the buffer. Furthermore,

4see http://mathworld.wolfram.com/RodriguesRotationFormula.html
5see http://docs.cython.org/src/userguide/wrapping CPlusPlus.html
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adding new sensors was not very time-consuming, since the
design steps are always the same. Due to this clear defini-
tion of our interfaces, we even could develop the server ap-
plication, which queries the sensor and publishes data onto
a RSB scope, and the data processing script in Blender at
the same time. All that was left to do was, to extend the
functionality of the receiver class, which involved always
the same steps.

3.5. Oculus Rift Components

The connection of the Oculus Rift to our application illus-
trates an exception in our design pattern, because the Rift
hast do be connected to the host computer directly. There is
no detour via RSB, whereas we use Cython again to wrap
needed functions of the openHMD driver and thus obtain
necessary data. This exception primary exists, because the
Rift was the first external sensor, we added to our applica-
tion, and since we did not have any experience regarding the
lag of data transfer caused by RSB, we decided to connect
it directly.

The as fast as possible processing of the user’s head
turns on the one hand and the depiction of the rendered
scene on the Rift’s display on the other hand seemed to be
very time-critical to us, so delaying one of them or both
without a real reason seemed not feasible.

To view the scene on the HMD correctly, it has to be
distorted on software side to compensate the distortion of
the Oculus’ lenses. To do so we basically programmed a
shader like the solution proposed in the Oculus Rift devel-
opers manual6 and call it during every tick of the Blender
Game Engine.

3.6. Microsoft Kinect

Basically to give an example for a device, which can pro-
vide a useful extension for our system, we depict the depth
image of a Kinect camera within our simulation. The in-
coming data buffer of the Kinect is read and then sampled
to create an image 1/10th as precise as the original depth
image, which we do because of performance issues.

In a next step, the pixel data of the 64 · 48 pixels con-
taining image is element by element transferred to a 2D
plane, which consists of exactly the same number of ver-
tices. Whereas we first modified the relative z-component
of the vertices and thus displayed a coarse 3D interpreta-
tion of the depth image, we then decided to simply show
the (2D) depth image itself.

We did this, because the 3D interpretation was not rec-
ognizable (even in higher resolutions) and the modification
of the vertex positions was computationally out of scale.

6see http://static.oculusvr.com/sdk-downloads/documents/
Oculus SDK Overview.pdf, last visited: 29.06.2014

To ensure, that every vertex gets the corresponding pixel’s
color, the correct ordering of the 2D plane’s vertices and the
information in the depth image’s buffer is vital.

The buffer is received as a 1D row major array of un-
signed chars from lower left to upper right corner, so the
vertices have to be ordered row by row from left to right and
bottom to top. Because we could not find any system in the
vertex order of the planes that were created with Blender,
we therefor now sort the plane’s vertices at every program
start and save a list, which holds the proper sequence of ver-
tex indices. The correct position in this list for a vertex v is
determined trough a 1D coordinate cv, which is computed
as follows:

cv = py · 10 + px,

where px is the vertex’ x-coordinate and py is it’s y-
coordinate. All computed cv are saved together with the
corresponding old vertex index iv,old. Finally, when all cv

are known, then list of < cv, iv,old > tuples is reordered
with respect to cv and the second parts of all tuples, namely
the iv,old are saved in another list. This sequence then gives
the correct order, in which the vertices have to be processed.

3.7. Model of the World

To be able to move trough a real, existing environment
with the Oculus Rift, a virtual model of this environment
is needed. As we conducted most of our research work in
the Virtual Reality Lab of the CITEC, we decided to create
a model of this laboratory.

The model is made in Blender and features high reso-
lution textures and detailed structures, as well as furniture.
Also, different entities can be enabled or disabled through
the layer mechanism of Blender.

The motivation behind creating a complex and costly
scene like this is, that one of the main parameters to achieve
good immersion is, to show a plausible and realistic looking
world to the user. So we did not want our approach to fail
just because of a qualitatively poor made 3D model.

4. INTERACTION/OPERATION EXAMPLES

As an interaction scenario we thought of a task in which
someone has to arrange several cameras to cover a wide
area, e.g. in the so-called CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual
Environment).

With our system we can model the cameras with their
viewing frustum, so you can see quickly which area is not
yet covered and where the frustums of multiple cameras are
overlapping. Then you can rotate the cameras the way most
of the area is covered, print out these rotations and apply
them to the original cameras.

After calibrating the camera and the marker setup, as
described in section 3.1, and starting the Kinect and the
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Figure 5: Blender-Model of the CAVE-Laboratory

Razer Hydra components, note that the Razer Hydra con-
trollers have to be placed onto the base for initialization, the
Blender Game Engine can be started and the user can put on
the Oculus Rift.

Now the user is able to move around and while seeing
at least one marker, the position of the user in the Blender
model changes correspondingly just as the orientation of the
Oculus Rift changes the orientation of the user in Blender.
Thus an immersive feeling should be created.

Next the Razer Hydra can be used to perform some in-
teraction with the virtual space. Moving the two controllers
moves the model of two hands accordingly and thereby the
ray cast by these hands. If a camera is on the ray, the user
can push the trigger button of the Razer Hydra controller
which is closer to the camera to select the camera for ma-
nipulation.

After that the ray disappears and by rotating this con-
troller, the camera rotates in the same direction, but damped.
If the user has achieved the intended rotation or is stuck at
the threshold, see section 3.3, and wants to move on, by
pushing the bumper button of the same Razer Hydra con-
troller, the current rotation is applied to the camera. Then
the ray is shown again and the user can go on with other
interactions.

5. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

Our approach was successful in some respects, in others we
failed to find a satisfying solution within our project’s time
frame. The feeling of the user’s movement is still not flu-
ent and suffers from occasional small jumps in position. We
suspect this could be the result of a slightly unstable marker
tracking or maybe a symptom of performance issues regard-
ing Blender. The perpetual processing of all peripheral de-
vices in Blender could cause too high load, resulting in a
non fluent rendering and overall processing, which is in turn

crucial for a convincing presentation.
The Oculus Rift has turned out to be a good choice for

our purpose, because besides some problems regarding the
correct distortion of the images via a shader in combination
with Blender, it reliably provided head turning information
and a good way to display the scene to the user.

With the current functionality regarding the Microsoft
Kinect and the Razer Hydra, we have elaborated two basic
examples of user interaction with the environment, whereas
the Razer Hydra provides a direct and according to our ex-
perience intuitive way to manipulate the scene. In contrast,
the Kinect offers right now an observable video stream only.

The rather time consuming try to integrate MORSE,
a simulation framework for robots based on the Blender
Game Engine, was fruitless in the end and demonstrated
one of our biggest challenges: Making oneself acquainted
with third party code. While there exist several examples
for MORSE source code, various features we needed were
not covered by this examples.

Hence, it was left to us to contact the MORSE devel-
oper team and ask for help. Even though our requests were
always answered extensively, it was an overall long-winded
procedure, which finally was the reason to drop MORSE
integration.

6. FUTURE WORK

To enable the full potential of our project in its current
state, the implementation of the camera movement within
the virtual environment has to be further improved. There-
for, it has to be analyzed, what exactly causes the lag during
movement.

Furthermore, the camera currently mounted on the Ocu-
lus Rift features a depth sensor, which could be used to dis-
play the user’s arms and hands in the simulation. There
are, however, no appropriate drivers for linux existent yet.
The interaction possibilities introduced by the Razer Hy-
dra are not exhausted by far, for example a grasping mech-
anism could be implemented by using the position of the
controllers and one of their buttons.

The visualization of the Kinect images should be sped
up and increased in resolution, we consider a shader ap-
proach as promising. Multiple Kinect cameras in combina-
tion with a high resolution visualization could be used for
example to observe a 3D scanned object in real time.

Adding MORSE integration to the system would dra-
matically extend the use for the system, so this should be
targeted. The usage of the robots simulation would be much
more efficient if combined with our approach, as you could
visualize and explore the robots’ data in a more intuitive
way than on a pc monitor.

Right now our system is not very user friendly, because
the different software modules have to be started separately
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and deploying them on a new pc is not that easy because of
several software-requirements. This should be worked on in
the future. The installation and usage of the system should
be as easy as possible.

7. CONCLUSION

We created a virtual space by using the Oculus Rift as the
display device, but unlike other applications, which only
make use of the orientation of the Oculus Rift, we placed
a camera on the Oculus to track markers and thus also de-
tect the position of the user.

As an interaction device, we used the Razer Hydra to
get the position and orientation of the hands of the user and
thereby to manipulate the virtual space. We also make use
of the Microsoft Kinect to show real world content.

We connected everything with RSB and a Cython wrap-
per to send the data to the Blender Game Engine, which gen-
erates the virtual view. All in all we can say, we achieved
some positive, but also negative results.

The integration of the Oculus Rift, the marker tracking
system, the Razer Hydra and the Microsoft Kinect into the
Blender Game Engine worked very fine. But the not flu-
ently tracking of the markers and some performance prob-
lems were big issues, which decreased the immersive feel-
ing of our project.

Fixing these problems would though create a good
system, which can be expanded to a useful tool in different
areas, e.g. in facility management or for architects and
furniture stores to help the customers to imagine the results.
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ABSTRACT

In this work we will propose an empathic room: An adap-
tive room, that changes its ambience, depending on the
user’s mood. We present a system that automatically de-
tects faces in image from multiple web cams and performs
real-time face and emotion-detection, with respect to seven
dimensions (happy, sad, surprise, disgust, fear, anger and
neutral). The system is connected with an adaptive room.
We introduce a concept of cheering-up the user. Depending
on the emotion, the adaptive room actuates different compo-
nents e.g. (sound and lights), with the aim of counteracting
negative mood states.

1. INTRODUCTION

The human face is a rich and powerful source of informa-
tion. In face-to-face communication it reflects our feelings
and emotions, thus it is often called the window to the soul.
Therefore, the use of facial expressions in Human Computer
Interaction gains more and more interest.

• How can an intelligent system recognize and use these
information?

• How can an intelligent system adapt to the user’s emo-
tion?

• Which features can be extracted for processing?

The key questions in our work are: How can an adaptive
room respond to the user’s emotion? How can an adaptive
room keep the user happy, by supporting positive emotions?
How can an adaptive room cheer up a user with negative
mood?

In Winter-Term 2013/2014 we focused on how super-
vised learning techniques can be applied to detect emo-
tions in video-streams and developed a software proto-
type. In Summer-Term 2014 we focused on develop-
ing “Cheering-Up”-concepts, actuating components in the
intelligent room, improving classification results and en-
hanced software functionality.

Most related work focuses on emotion classification and
detection. Bartlett et al. [1] used different machine learn-

ing methods for a fully automatic detection of facial expres-
sions. This work is based on the recognition of facial ac-
tions (FACS). They achieved best results with gabor filters
as feature extraction and classifiaction with Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs). Zhou et al. [2] propose a frame-
work, named “AmE”, for building emotion-aware applica-
tions, with the aim to increase the user experience (UX).
Nevertheless the paper only adresses technical challenges
and not in which way a system can change its ambience de-
pending on the user’s mood.

Whitehill et al. [3] go a step further: They use auto-
matic facial expression for intelligent tutoring systems. In
this context, facial expression can give an automated feed-
beck, e.g. the student’s motvation or the estimated level of
difficulty perceived by the student.

It is worth noting, that we have not found any system
that implements an empathic room, reacting on the user’s
mood.

2. CHEERING-UP CONCEPTS

Whatever we do, the environment around us has a great in-
fluence on our mood. Feng Shui masters knew this already
for almost thousands of years ago. Nowadays small and
powerful systems allow us to adapt the environment seam-
lessly and in real-time.

In the following we propose a concept, that counteracts
negative mood states and supports positive mood. In short:
A concept of how “Cheering You Up In Empathic Rooms”
can be achieved.

Ekman et al. [4] propose six discrete basic emotions:
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. We
use these basic emotions as a starting point. It is impor-
tant to distinguish between emotions which relate to nega-
tive and positive mood. Emotions reflecting negative mood
are: anger, disgust, fear, sadness. The only emotion reflect-
ing positive mood is happy. Surprise is an emotion, of very
short duration and not necessarily related with positive or
negative mood. Thus it will not be used in our concept. We
decided to use a general mapping from detected emotion to
room adaptation (see figure 1): The camera image is pre-
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processed and the user’s emotion will be detected. Next, a
mapping from detected emotion to desired effect on the user
is done. For angry, disgust and afraid we aim to calm the ob-
served user. For sad emotion our goal is to cheer-up. If the
user shows happy emotions, we aim to support the current
state. To keep the system unobtrusive, for neutral emotion
no actions will be performed. Next, we have to specify,
how the desired adaptions can be achieved. We decided to
use findings based on color and music psychology.

2.1. Audio Stimuli

In our system, we use a set of audio stimuli, introduced and
evaluated by Eerola et al. [5]. The stimuli set consists out
of 110 film music excerpts, with a length of 15 seconds.
In a listening experiment one half were evaluated with re-
spect to the perceived emotion (anger, fear, sadness, happi-
ness and tenderness), and the other half to the extremes of
three bipolar dimensions (valence, energy arousal and ten-
sion arousal). Each label set contains examples with mod-
erate and high intensity. According to our concept we chose
the following stimuli:

• calm: tender moderate/high, valence positive high
• cheer-up: happy high, energy positive high
• support: happy moderate, energy positive moderate

2.2. Visual Stimuli

The selection of visual stimuli is based on Naz et al. [6].
Naz et al. evaluated these stimuli in terms of their emotional
responses. These stimuli were referenced to the Munsell
Color System and can be reproduced. According to the re-
sults blue (10B) evoked a feel of calm to the subjects. Yel-
low (7.5Y) and green (2.5G) were highly related with an
positive emotional association. Blue-green (5BG) evoked a
moderate positive feel. figure 2 illustrates how these colors
are mapped in our system. It shows the mapping from emo-
tion to concrete selection of colors (coded in Munsell Color
System).

3. CUEP SYSTEM

3.1. Overview

The basic system is illustrated in figure 3. It starts with
a potential user, who is located in an adaptive room and
observed by one or more cameras. For reasons of flexibil-
ity our system relies on IP-cameras. That allows an easy
adding of cameras. Our application receives the camera sig-
nal frame by frame. Next, our application performs face
detection, face tracking and facial feature detection. The
facial feature points are coordinates of 66 points (display-
ing the position of eyes, eye contours, eyebrows, lip con-

tours, tip of the nose, ...). This is the input for our real-
time emotion detection. Basically we use a one-vs-all two-
class SVM with probability estimates for every basic emo-
tion (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise).
For room adaptation we use a moving average, with freely
selectable frame-width and threshold. Depending on the de-
tected emotion, the room control actuates music or audio
stimuli.

3.2. Hardware

The CUEP-System runs on a laptop (INTEL i7 q720, 4GB
RAM) with no special needs. It communicates with IP-
cameras, which you can add or remove in the graphical user
interface. We use IP-cameras with 720p signal format. A
higher resolution is possible but requires more cpu-usage
for the CUEP-System to process.

For sound output we use speakers located in different
places in the adaptive room. The light output is provided by
four RGB-spotlights (Stairville LED PAR 64), controlled
with a peperoni rodin 1 “USB to DMX” converter [7].

3.3. Emotion Recognition

3.3.1. Software

In our work, we used Luxand FaceSDK [8], an application
programming interface, which provides methods for face
detection and face tracking. Furthermore FaceSDK easily
allows to extract facial features. The facial features consists
of 66 2D-Points, placed on defined locations in the face. We
used this method for feature extraction.

For supervised learning we decided to use support vec-
tor machines with radial basis function kernel. We used lib-
svm [9] for training and online-classification.

In our previous work (Winter-Term 2013/2014) we de-
cided to use an AU-based emotion detection. The concept
of action units (AUs) is based on the FACS manual [10].
Facial muscle contraction produces facial movements. Ek-
man defined action units. An action unit represents a fa-
cial movement, produced by contraction and/or relaxation
of one or more facial muscles.

For this purpose we used a linear one-vs-all two-class
SVM for each AU detection. For our System, we used 13
Action Units (AU1, AU2, AU4, AU5, AU6, AU7, AU9,
AU10 ,AU12, AU15, AU20, AU24, AU25). Although we
achieved acceptable performance with the AU based ap-
proach, it had a number of disadvantages:

• There are hardly any databases with action unit labelled
images

• In the database, we used for training (CK+ [11]), there
were not enough positive samples for some AUs
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Figure 3: Illustration of the system setup

• Mapping from AU to emotion delivers a binary classi-
fication. It lacks probability estimates, because there is
no weighting, how much an AU contributes to an emo-
tion.

To overcome these issues we decided to switch to direct
emotion classification.

The training procedure ist illustrated in figure 4.

3.3.2. Dataset

For training, we use emotion labelled images from two
databases:

• The extended Cohn-Kanade-Database (CK+) [11]
• Karolinska Directed Emotion Faces (KDEF) [12]

We use both to train our SVMs for emotion detection.
The CK+-database contains 593 sequences from 123 sub-
jects with a resolution of 640x490 pixels. We used a one-
vs-all two-class SVM for each emotion. All sequences are
from neutral face to peak expression. 327 of the sequences
were emotion-labelled (basic emotions and neutral). Only
327 of 593 sequences are emotion-labelled. The peak-frame
from sequences containing the emotion were used as posi-
tive samples. All neutral frames and peak-frames not con-
taining the emotion were used as negative samples.

The KDEF-database contains images from 70 amateur
actors (35 female, 35 male) posing 7 different emotions (ba-
sic emotions and neutral) from 5 different angles in 2 series.
For our training set we only used pictures with straight an-
gle. This results in 980 samples.

We combined these datasets to one training dataset.

3.3.3. Preprocessing

Before initiating SVM training, we preprocessed the train-
ing dataset: FaceSDK was used to extract facial features.
We decided to resize all facial features to an inter-ocular
distance of 77px. All resulting features were scaled in the
range [-1,1].

3.3.4. Training Procedure

We decided to use one-vs-all two-class SVMs with proba-
bility estimates, one for each emotion. For probability esti-
mates, we use a confidence value, which represents distance
to the seperating hyperplanes We used radial-basis-function
(RBF) Kernel for our SVMs. Since our training set is im-
balanced, we adusted the class weights. In order to find the
best parameters (C, γ), we used an exhaustive grid search
with 5-fold cross validation.
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Figure 4: Training procedure

3.3.5. Evaluation

Generalization performance of emotion detection was tested
using 5-fold-cross-validation on the training dataset. The
results are shown in Table 2. From these results we expect
very good recognition rates for the emotions happy, surprise
and disgust and good recognition rates for angry, afraid and
disgust. In order to assure reliable results, a further evalu-
ation with a database containing emotion labelled face im-
ages, should be performed. Table 2, shows the results from
our AU-based classification. We used the CK+-Database as
training set and the KDEF-Database as test-set. The results
are shown in Table 1 and compared to an average human
observer. The performance of an average human observer is
based on a validation study from Goeleven et al. [13].

Emotion Performance

Angry 90.94%
Disgust 94.06%
Afraid 90.39%
Happy 98.41%
Sad 90.64%
Surprise 96.14%

Table 2: Performance (5-fold cross validation) of direct emotion
detection

4. DISCUSSION

The robustness/effectiveness of our system strongly de-
pends on adequate lighting conditions, the speed of head
movements, camera quality, and the camera-to-face dis-
tance. To increase the systems reliability, high resolu-
tion cameras are recommended. Nevertheless our system
achieves a reasonable detection rate, that partly even out-
performs an average human obeserver.

In the course of the project, we experienced that our
method for feature extraction (FaceSDK) has several disad-
vantages. Though it is easy to use, the localization of facial
features is too imprecise for a crucial task like emotion de-
tection. Furthermore FaceSDK will only work properly, if
the subject don’t wears a beard or eyeglasses. We also ex-
perienced problems in facial feature detection, if the partic-
ipant’s mouth is wide open. For our system, we combined
two datasets: KDEF and CK+.

Both provide images from subjects without eyeglasses
and beard. Hence, subjects with beard and/or eyeglasses
will experience a performance loss in emotion classifica-
tion. Our system would benefit from more training data.
However, suitable databases with emotion labelled data are
not easy to find. It is to say, that our system can only detect
frontal faces. This can be compensated by using multiple
cameras.

But nevertheless: if the facial feature detection prob-
lems could be solved, e.g. with another detection-library or
improvements in Face-SDK, the CUEP-System is a really
reliable and innovative room component, that could be es-
tablished in modern households, to assist the feelgood factor
of residents.
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Emotion Human Observer CUEP-System (AU-based) CUEP-Performance

Neutral 62.64% 90.00% +27.36%
Happy 92.65% 92.90% +0.25%
Sad 76,70% 72.70% -4.0%
Surprised 96.00% 95.70% -0.3%
Disgust 72.17% 53.60% -18.57%

Table 1: Performance of AU-based emotion detection on KDEF-Database compared to an average human observer (based on a validation
study from Goeleven et al. [13])

Figure 5: Graphical User Interface of CUEP-System. The emotion barchart on the left is updated in real time and displays the estimated
emotion probability.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an empathic room: An adaptive
room, that changes its ambience, depending on the user’s
mood.

This goal was achieved by a system that:

• performs real-time face detection with IP-cameras
• performs emotion-detection based on facial features

(AU-based or directly) and SVM
• implements cheering-up mechanisms
• actuates music and lights

A screen shot of the graphical user interface is shown
in figure 5. We showed that emotion detection is possi-
ble with two different approaches: AU-based(two-step) and
directly (one-step). A performance test for the second ap-
proach is still pending. Our actual results suggest, that it de-
livers higher classification performance. One reason for this
might be, that we used more training samples. It is unclear,
if AU-based classification would achieve same results, with
more training samples. Though AU-coded images are hard
to find. However AU-based classification has one advan-
tage. Since it only represents muscle activations, it is more
flexible and can be interpreted in many ways.

As future work, we plan to determine performance of
direct emotion detection. We plan to use the Radboud Face
Database [14] as test-set. We requested access for Radboud
Face Database, that was not granted yet.

Furthermore it would be nice to include more output
classes to the system. In our system we decided for playing
music and changing light, but there are many different ways
to affect emotion in an empathic room. Our system could
control a micro controller to handle other devices. Further
efforts should be made, to determine how the ambience af-
fects the person’s emotion.

It could also be interesting to implement a tracking fea-
ture in the CUEP-system. This enables to create a user
database with preferences in music or other settings, to even
better fit in and handle the needs of the users.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the back end of the Cooking with a
Robot (CWAR) project, an interactive cooking guide. Con-
sisting of a workflow representation of recipes in Business
Process Model Notation and a connection to the kitchen de-
vices via a hardware gateway from Miele, CWAR leads the
user step by step through a recipe. The user is supported
by automatic error detection (e.g. check temperature of the
oven) to prevent failures. The application provides an inter-
face for the use of different user interfaces. A user study was
performed to evaluate the system. The results show that the
basic concept works and a recipe can be presented suitable
in a workflow representation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cooking ones own food can be a fun and relaxing activity
during the usually stressed day as well as save ones money
and improve ones health. However, in our modern soci-
ety a lot of people do not cook for themselves anymore or
have only a very small variety in the recipes they cook. We
assume that a big proportion of these people do not cook
for themselves because they simply might not know how to
cook. Even if these people want to learn cooking, they are
often deterred by the complexity of more advanced recipes
and thus might not have the time or motivation to try them
out in order to improve.

In order to encourage less experienced cooks to cook
more often or try out new recipes, we want to provide
them with an interactive kitchen, helping the user during the
cooking process. The multimodal and context-aware assis-
tive system uses knowledge about known recipes and infor-
mation about the status of the kitchen hardware, provided
by modern kitchen devices, to guide the user, step by step,
through a recipe and informs the user about potential errors,
e.g. not preheating the oven. Information about the different
steps in a recipe are provided visually in form of a virtual
cookbook, which can be projected onto the wall behind the
kitchen counter, as well auditory by reading the steps to the
user as well. In order to limit hesitation in using the system,

the user interacts with the system using voice and gesture
tracking. Unlike with physical input devices, the user does
not need to fear soiling the system when using it after dirty-
ing his or her hands. The voice control also allows the user
to manipulate the system while moving around the kitchen
freely. We also employ a virtual animated representation
of the robot Flobi, providing a concrete entity the user can
interact with.

As part of the seminar “Intelligent Room” at Bielefeld
University, three groups have worked at this project. For
this the project has been split into three main parts as can be
seen in section 3. Our group worked on the workflow model
and the hardware interface, that are described in section 5.
The workflow model is used for modelling the recipe in a
way a machine understands. The hardware interface is used
for communication with the Miele@Home system, which is
described in section 4, and also implements a simulation for
use without the actual devices.

2. RELATED WORK

As an everyday example the kitchen scenario is an
often chosen topic in research. PersonalChef [1] and
CounterActive [2] are projects that want to help the user
within the cooking process with background information
and tutorial videos. The setups of these projects provide dis-
plays and projections on which the user can touch to inter-
act with the application. The single steps of the recipes are
shown step by step and further information, for example on
ingredients, can be invoked. We want to help the user cook-
ing as well but next to the single steps we do not have further
information like videos for the user. In contrast to the pre-
sented projects we use in cooperation with the other CWAR
groups a leap motion and voice control. As PersonalChef
and CounterActive our system can guide through only one
recipe at once. A similar system called Cooking Navi [3]
allows the user to finish two dishes in parallel.

Projects that uses voice control like us are for example
eyeCOOK [4], which additionally to speech commands uses
eye-gaze and provides timer functions, and Kochbot [5],
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that deals with german commands and recipes and is a
portable application for smartphones and tablet computers.
The complete CWAR system is not able to run on a smart-
phone because of the simulated robot in the cookbook that
needs a high amount of computing.

Although there are several cooking assistant technol-
ogies as far as we know there is no project yet that includes
status information from kitchen devices the way we do. An
application called SmartKitchen [6] uses the serv@Home
appliance from Siemens as well as cameras and other de-
vices to record recipes, annotate it and post it in the inter-
net but no checks of user activity are done. At CeBIT the
team of the Kochbot presented an integration of kitchen de-
vices, similar to our approach in checking the users actions
for errors, with the Universal Remote Console technology
(OpenURC1) but at this time there does not seam to be a
publication.

Kitchen 
Device 

Interface

Cookbook

Face 
Recognition

FloBI 
(Simulation)

Dialogue

Leap Motion

BPMN 
Workflow

Kitchen

FloBI 
Controller

User 
Interface 
Controller

CWAR1

CWAR2

CWAR3

Speech 
Recognizer

Text to 
Speech

Figure 1: Components of the overall system: The back end
is coloured grey and consists of the components described
in this paper. The white coloured boxes represent the virtual
cookbook and the leap motion control. The black coloured
part is the speech recognition system.

1see www.openurc.org

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

The interactive kitchen consists out of three main parts as
shown in figure 1. One part is the cookbook, the incorp-
oration of the FloBi-robot and the gesture control and syn-
chronisation between gesture and voice control for the back
end. For further information about these parts we refer to
the paper of group CWAR-2 [7].

Another part is the voice control, recognizing users
voice commands and providing auditory information to the
user. For more information about the dialogue components
we refer to the report paper of group CWAR-3 [8].

The remaining parts are the workflow model and the
hardware interface, which will be described further in this
paper. These parts represent the back end and therefore the
complete control flow.

4. HARDWARE COMPONENTS

The kitchen devices are connected with the Miele@Home
system of the Miele company. This system allows to con-
nect different devices via power line communication. With
the Miele@Home gateway states of the devices can be read
and selected actions (e.g. turning on the light of the hood)
can be performed. Further more one can listen to update
information about state changes of the devices. At the mo-
ment the supported devices are a hob, an oven as well as a
hood. Other devices can be integrated easily.

5. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

The software consists of three parts: a workflow model that
holds the recipe, a hardware interface for communication
with the kitchen and a simulation to work with if the real
kitchen devices are not usable. In the sections 5.2 to 5.4
every component is described in detail. For the communi-
cation between these three parts and with the software of the
other groups we used the RSB software that is described in
section 5.1.

This project needs the following requirements to be
met:

• Java 7.0 or higher
• RSB 0.9.42

• spread 0.9, see RSB installation instructions2

5.1. RSB/RST

The Robotics Service Bus (RSB) is used to transport the
Robotics Systems Types (RST) from one component to an-
other. RSB is a “message-oriented, event-driven middle-

2http://docs.cor-lab.de//rsb-manual/0.9/html/
index.html
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ware aiming at scalable integration of robotics systems in
diverse environments”2. Via RSB simple data types like
strings as well as RST can be send. The Robotics Systems
Types Repository “contains type specifications for robotics
and cognitive systems and associated conversion code for
different data types and programming languages.”3 The
within this project defined RST are shown in figure 2. For
further information about RSB see [9].

CWAR1

User
(CWAR2)
(CWAR3)

Kitchen
Interface

Workflow
Architecture

RST:

- Device

- KitchenRequest

- KitchenAnswer

RST:

- ProcessModellIDOutput

- ProcessModellStepRST

- ProcessModellRecepieInfoRST

- ProcessModellIngedientRST

Figure 2: Communication between different project parts
with RSB

5.2. Workflow model

The hypothesis of this project is that coordination of tasks
can be achieved by utilizing workflow models in a flexible
cognitive software architecture. Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 is used for this computer pro-
gramme. BPMN is a standard for business process mod-
elling providing a graphical notation for specifying business
processes in a business process diagram. For the process
used here see figure 3. An existing architecture for coordin-
ation of human-machine interaction inspired to utilise Ac-
tiviti as process engine [10].

The basic idea was to utilize the symbols of BPMN to
write a workflow representation of a recipe. A symbolic
representation is processed by an workflow engine, which
has some common features to simulations of state machines.
The workflow engine verifies the following conditions in
every step of the process diagram:

• Is the current state valid?

3http://docs.cor-lab.de//rst-manual/0.9/html/
index.html

• Is the user permitted to execute the task?
• Is every execution condition met?

Login or 
Register

Choose 
Recipe

Generate 
End

Load Step Set Data

Start Publish 
ID

Step 
Acknowledge

Process Step 
Acknowledge

more steps

no more steps

Figure 3: BPMN representation of generic recipe workflow:
This is a process executed for each recipe. Starting with an
optional “Login or Register”the cooking process starts with
the choice of the recipe. The sub-process following con-
tains a generic workflow mapping every selectable recipe to
a set of steps the process engine has to accomplish. Starting
with load and store of step relevant data into the model, the
respective StepID will be published later. After publishing
the ID, model checks for certain step dependent conditions
(user and/or hardware). These conditions are then evaluated
and if there are more steps available the cycle restarts.

We have implemented a generic recipe workflow in
BPMN, that can be found in figure 3. This workflow is a
simplified version of any selectable recipe and contains a
set of steps the engine has to accomplish in every recipe
step.

The generic workflow is decoupled from the level of
detail provided in the recipe steps, to allow the use of dif-
ferent complex recipe steps on basis of the same workflow
structure. At the same time the process engine has to use a
fast parallel monitoring of device status to track the cooks
progress in the recipe steps. Monitoring and user control
can be supervised by any state machine simulation on hand,
but the Activiti library provides additional expandability,
flexibility and the possible utilising of a user management
which may be difficult to implement in a state machine.

For the evaluation, test data was added to the process
model by utilising an hand written recipe editing software.
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We chose the hamburger recipe for the study, because it
utilises every device provided by Miele@Home.

The interprocess communication, as could be seen in
figure 2, is controlled by a detached cyclic process using
asynchronous RSB message interface. In every single cycle
a step of a recipe is illustrated, necessary data is gener-
ated, processed and verified with the kitchen hardware. If
a problem occurs during the verification process, the model
freezes and waits for an appropriate cook action. Examples
may be a low or a too high temperature reading on a hob or
a serious incident like a switched-off or even broken oven.
This information is provided via the kitchen interface.

Based on the study recipe the sequence is now described
with few more details: For the test, it is assumed the user has
already chosen the hamburger recipe and therefore has com-
pleted the part of “Choose Recipe”in figure 3. The first step
of the burger recipe is loaded. In this case the instruction is:
“Please preheat the oven up to 175 degrees Celsius.”

Important information such as the temperature to pre-
heat the oven is saved. After the sufficiency of the data
is verified, the current ID of the step is broadcast via the
RSB interface mentioned above. The process model now
waits until certain physical and task specific conditions de-
scribed in the step are met. These conditions could be reach-
ing a certain device temperature level, that is provided by
Miele@Home gateway via the hardware interface, or a re-
quired user input. In the instruction mentioned in the para-
graph above the engine is waiting for RSB messages con-
taining information whether the oven has reached 175 de-
grees Celsius or not. After the cook acknowledged the cur-
rent step a search for more steps is performed. If there are
no further steps the recipe is completed. If there are more
steps, the software repeats the cycle.

5.3. Hardware interface

This interface reads the information given by the
Miele@Home gateway. For this task it parses the XML
file from the gateway and builds an device object out of the
given information. These device types can be send to other
components using RSB (see section 5.1). It also deploys an
answer if any requests were given, for example turning the
light on or switching the devices off.

Another aspect of this interface is to verify that the
devices work properly, or cannot be used. For this task
the interface uses a test system similar to “build in test
equipment”(BITE). Since it is not possible to add any more
hardware devices the interface examines the devices state
and functionality at software level on every start-up. So it
checks for adequate states of the devices, and if a device is
not usable then it prints an alert message. This also applies
for abnormal data. Furthermore it stops the device from
being addressed through the interface as long as it is not
available.

5.4. Simulation

The simulator is an independent part of the hardware inter-
face. It is used for testing if the real kitchen devices are not
usable. The simulator provides a hob, an oven and the light
of the cooking hood. It uses the same communication inter-
face as the hardware interface with the following differences
to the real devices:

• The oven heats itself three times faster than the real one.
• Only one single cooking plate is provided at the current

status.
• It provides an instant heat function for the hob and the

oven.
• If a temperature changes (heating or cooling) it notifies

the process model every three seconds of the actual
state (the Miele@Home system informs you at once).
This is used to keep the network traffic and the logs at
a minimum.

• The devices can also be switched to on, using the pro-
vided user interface.

6. INTERACTION EXAMPLE

Interaction with our components can be seen in our earlier
interaction video4. This animated video gives an idea how
the system works.

A video showing the entire system at work will soon be
available on the course website5.

7. EVALUATION

For the evaluation eleven participants, three women and
eight men in the age of 23 to 34, were asked to cook a
hamburger following the instructions of the CWAR system.
We chose the hamburger recipe because it do not take too
much time and every device in the kitchen is used. The par-
ticipants had different experience in cooking processes as
visualised in table 1, and were all familiar with the use of
computers. Most of the participants work in the Citec build-
ing and are colleagues. Some others are students. With
our task non of them was familiar. They were invited to
cook hamburgers in a real kitchen with the Miele@Home
devices. They started the cooking process with a voice com-
mand and were guided step by step by the system. A step
was finished with a voice or gesture command. After finish-
ing the cooking process the participants filled out a survey
to outline their experience while cooking with CWAR.

4http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
isy-praktikum/WS13SS14/CWAR-1/media/video.mp4

5http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
isy-praktikum/WS13SS14/
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Table 1: Cooking experience of the eleven probands
no
experi-
ence

much
experi-
ence

cooking 0 2 0 2 5 1 1
difficult
recipes

3 4 2 0 2 0 0

The different CWAR groups were interested in different
aspects. Our group focused on the usability of the workflow
model and the performance of the hardware interface.

7.1. Number and apportionment of steps

We wanted to find out if the partitioning was adequate or
whether the cooking steps were too many and therefore the
tasks were too small or whether the tasks were to big.

The answers of the participants are shown in figure 4.
According to the survey 63,64% of the participants found
the number of steps appropriate, 18,18% would like to have
more steps and 18,18% would like to have even less steps.
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Figure 4: Answers of the probands to the question “Was the
number of steps appropriate?”

Then we asked the probands what they think about the
apportionment of steps. 45,45% of them said that the ap-
portionment is very expedient as one can see in figure 5.
Three participants would like to have a bit more informa-
tion in each step while one indicated that he missed much
information in the single steps.
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steps very expedient
expedient, but more
information desired
neutral
missed much
information in steps
would like the whole
recipe at once

Figure 5: Answers of the probands to the question “Was the
apportionment of steps expedient?”

7.2. System answer speed

Our purpose was to identify the users feeling while using the
system according to the reaction speed of the system. We
wanted to know whether the system answer is fast enough or
the user have the expression that the system does not work
well. 36,36% of participants were content with the speed
of our system as shown in figure 6. 27,27% felt that it was
slightly too slow while three probands said the system was
too slow. One person decided that the system reacted too
fast to his input.

8. DISCUSSION

The study shows that the basic idea of modelling the recipe
in these particular steps is proved successful. Most of the
participants of the study liked the amount of steps and the
information content. So the hypothesis that the workflow
model is capable of providing an adequate model for recipes
is proved. It is possible to supervising the devices too. So
the goal to show this is satisfied although still some prob-
lems were encountered.

The reason why many probands experienced the sys-
tem as too slow may be found in the user interface com-
ponents. An evaluation of the RSB protocol shows that the
transmission needs only a few milliseconds to send and re-
ceive the information. Sometimes delays were caused by
the Miele@Home gateway as it is only a prototype yet.
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Figure 6: Answers of the probands to the question “Did the
system answer your inputs fast enough?”

For future work first of all some control functions should
be added. An important point would be to provide the pos-
sibility to undo a step the user acknowledged too early. An-
other idea is to implement parallel cooking processes, first
within one recipe and later on for cooking several dishes at
once. Both these ideas will need a redesign of the workflow
model.

Further one could implement a recipe editor to edit and
create own recipes. It is also possible to implement an user
account for different users, to provide individual help. Some
unexperienced user could get more information, while the
more experienced user could cook more advanced recipes or
cut off some of the help the system provides. It is possible to
create an achievement system to track the users advancing
in its cooking skills and to provide a kind of competition to
stimulate the user to have a go at the next level.

Another idea for the future is to implement a rating sys-
tem for the meals. This could be in form of traffic lights
to help users cooking more healthy meals. This would be
helpful for a diet or for other goals achieved while eating,
like cooking meals which containing protein to aid in sports
etc. For this case it is also possible to implement a recipe
chooser which proposes recipes to the user according to his
eating characteristics and goals.

9. CONCLUSION

The goal to develop a system for maintaining recipes and
device information for an intelligent kitchen to aid the user
were achieved.

The recipe was successfully represented in a work-
flow model using BPMN. With the information from the
Miele@Home gateway device the cooking process can be
controlled and errors, like a too low temperature of the oven,
can be detected. After an integration with the user interface
groups, with which out system communicates via RSB mes-
sages, a study was made in which the participants cooked a
hamburger with the help of the CWAR system, that guided
the user step by step through the recipe. With voice and leap
motion control the user could finish a step and go on with
the next one.

This study shows that the basic concept works. The par-
ticipants mostly liked the partitioning of the cooking steps.
The tasks in the single steps were not too big. In the future
the project should be worked on. Some participants said
that the system answer to the input was too slow. This is
one aspect that can be improved. Further more a number of
additional features can be imagined like a login function to
hold preferences of different users.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, many people are not able to cook for them-
selves. This paper introduces the visualization, the gesture
control and the incorporation of a virtual representation of
the anthropomorphic robot head Flobi as part of the Cook-
ing with a Robot (CWAR) project, an interactive system
guiding the user step by step through a recipe. These com-
ponents provide the user with an intuitive interface when
trying out new recipes. In order to test the concept as well
as the components an experimental study was performed
where participants used the system to cook an unknown
recipe in an unknown kitchen.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cooking ones own food can be a fun and relaxing activity
after an often stressful day as well as save money and im-
prove health. However, in modern society a lot of people
do not cook for themselves anymore and mostly have only a
very small variety in the recipes they cook. We assume that
a big proportion of these people do not cook for themselves
because they simply might not know how to cook. Even if
these people want to learn cooking, they are often deterred
by the complexity of advanced recipes and thus might not
have the time or motivation to learn such recipes. In order
to encourage less experienced persons to cook more often
or to try out new recipes, this system provides them with
an interactive kitchen, helping the user during the cooking
process. The system uses knowledge about recipes stored
in XML files and information about the status of the kitchen
hardware, provided by the Miele@Home system. This in-
formation is used to guide the user, step by step, through
a recipe and inform the user about potential errors, e.g. not
preheating the oven. Information about the different steps in
a recipe is provided visually in form of a virtual cookbook,
which can be projected onto the wall behind the kitchen
counter, as well as auditory by reading the steps to the user
as well. In order to limit hesitation in using the system,
the user interacts with the system using voice and touch-
less gesture control. Unlike with physical input devices, the

user does not need to fear soiling the system when using it
after dirtying his or her hands. The voice control allows the
user to manipulate the system while moving around freely.
Furthermore, we employ a virtual animated representation
of the anthropomorphic robot head Flobi [1], providing a
concrete entity the user can interact with.

As part of the seminar ”Intelligent Room” at Bielefeld
University, three groups have worked on this project. For
this purpose, the project has been split into three main parts
as can be seen in section 3 System Design. Our group fo-
cused on providing an intuitive control method using touch-
less gestures as well as providing all necessary information
to the user in an appealing manner. In this paper, a short
overview over existing cooking assistance systems will be
given in section 2. After describing the System Design in
section 3, section 4 will explain the different components
this group developed. In section 5 a video of the system in
action is referred to. Section 6 describes the experimental
study that was performed to evaluate the systems as well
as present the results this group was focusing on. In sec-
tion 7 the results with respect to this group’s contribution to
the project are discussed and possible future improvements
to the components regarding the overall cooking system are
proposed before finally giving a conclusion in section 8.

2. RELATED WORK

Other research group have already done quite a lot of work
regarding systems that assist the user during a cooking pro-
cess. Systems like PersonalChef [2] and CounterActive [3]
use projections and displays in the kitchen in order to pro-
vide the user with additional information from a recipe. Us-
ing touch input the user can progress step by step through
provided recipes. The system eyeCOOK [4] allows the user
to control the system using voice commands as well as eye-
gazes in order to avoid having to touch something while
cooking. Another system called Kochbot [5] provides voice
control as well and is portable to tablets or smartphones.

While all of these systems provide useful information
to the user, there is no publication where status informa-
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tion from the actual kitchen hardware was incorporated into
the system, which is something this system does with the
Miele@home interface. The Kochbot team did present a
newer version of their system at CeBIT this year using
the Universal Remote Control technology (OpenURC1) to
achieve something similar to this approach but they did not
publish their new system yet.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

The interactive kitchen consists of three main parts, dis-
tributed to three groups (see Fig. 1): First of all there is
the backend, providing the recipe and hardware information
as well as managing the actual cooking process. For more
information about these components we refer to the report
paper of CWAR-1[6]. Another part is the voice control, rec-
ognizing user voice commands and providing auditory in-
formation to the user. For more information about the dia-
logue components we refer to the report paper of CWAR-3
[7]. The last part, which is described in further details in
this paper (see section 4), provides the visualization of the
cookbook, the incorporation of the robot Flobi, as well as
the gesture control and synchronization between voice and
gesture control for the backend.

Kitchen 
Device 

Interface

Cookbook

Face 
Recognition

FloBI 
(Simulation)

Dialogue

Leap Motion

BPMN 
Workflow

Kitchen

FloBI 
Controller

User 
Interface 
Controller

CWAR-1

CWAR-2

CWAR-3

Speech 
Recognizer

Text to 
Speech

Figure 1: Component diagram of the entire system, showing
the distribution of tasks.

1see www.openurc.org

4. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

In this section details about the different software compo-
nents this group contribute to the overall project are given.
These are the actual cookbook visualization (4.1) with its
backend (4.2), the user input via gestures (4.3), the face de-
tection (4.5) and the FlobiDriver (4.6).

4.1. The Cookbook (GUI)

The cookbook is a graphical user interface, which displays
all necessary and important information about the system.
It looks like a real book with a hardcover and pages that can
be turned (see Fig. 2). In this way a familiar style for the
GUI has been created, which is intuitive for people of all
ages.

The cookbook is created with HTML5 and JavaScript in
combination with an external framework named TurnJS [8],
which mainly provides the ”real book” behaviour but not the
style. The communication between the whole system and
the GUI uses websockets. To achieve this a server-software
named ”pywebsocket” [9] has been used which provides the
flow of information between Javascript and the rest of the
system. The last used component is the ”MJPEGCANVAS”
[10] to display the stream of the virtual agent Flobi [1].

In addition all pages of the book will be added dy-
namically after getting information from the GUI-backend.
The following types of string messages can be send to the
JavaScript via the websocket:

RECIPELIST: recipe 1, recipe 2, . . .
Add a new page with all recipes which can be cooked with
the system. The first recipe will be highlighted as default.

UP/DOWN
Change the highlighting in the recipe list to the next recipe
above/below.

SETRECIPE
Return the name of the highlighted recipe in the recipe list
via websocket.

RECIPEINIT: totalAmountOfSteps
Set the maximum number of steps in the JavaScript in
order to know how many pages are required to complete
the recipe. Also this information is used to adapt the size
of the page stack at both sides of the cookbook, so that it
looks more realistic.

INGREDIENTLIST: recipename; ingredient 1,count 1,
unity 1; ingredient 2,count 2,unity 2; . . .
Add a new page displaying all the required ingredients
including their amount for the chosen recipe.
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ACTIVSTEP: stepID; recipename; stepinformation
Add a new page with information about the next step in the
recipe. This page will also contain the name of the recipe
and an image of the final food. Afterwards the cookbook
will turn automatically.

NEXTPAGE
Turn to the next page.

INFO: type; message
Add a new error (red), warning (yellow) or information
(blue) message to the current left page of the cookbook (see
Fig. 2).

DINFO: type; message
Add a new error (red), warning (yellow) or information
(blue) message to the next left page of the cookbook.
It is needed if a message wants to be displayed after
turning the page. This functionality was necessary in the
implementation because the model of CWAR-1 always
sends the information about the kitchen first and messages
which for example would cause a page turn afterwards.

DELINFO
Delete the current warning and information messages.

TIMERINIT: seconds
Add a timer-bar at the bottom of the current left page and
initialize it with the given time.

TIMERUPDATE: secondsLeft
Updates the timer-bar at the bottom of the current left page
to the given time.

END
Close the cookbook at the end of the recipe.

There are some different types of sites provided by the
cookbook. At first the front- and back-cover which display
only Flobi. After the book has been opened, Flobi will be
seen on the left and a recipe list on the right. The currently
selected recipe is highlighted in green. After starting the
cooking process by choosing a recipe, two pages with in-
formation will be displayed as can be seen in Fig. 2. All
cooking information, like necessary ingredients or current
step information will be displayed on the left side of the
cookbook. In addition, this site provides warning and in-
formation messages about the state of the kitchen hardware
regarding the cooking process of the current recipe. On the
right side you can see the virtual agent Flobi.

Figure 2: Picture of the virtual cookbook - Left: Informa-
tion about the current step in the cooking process; at the
bottom an information (blue) and warning (yellow) message
showing the current state of the kitchen. Right: MJPEG-
CANVAS with the Flobi-Stream.

4.2. GUI-Backend

As mentioned in section 4.1, a backend for the communi-
cation with the GUI has been developed which is written
in Python. The main function of the backend is the com-
munication via the Robotic Service Bus (RSB) [11] with
the controller and the model from CWAR-1 to provide the
GUI with all necessary information. These are redirected to
the GUI on a predefined websocket scope for further pro-
cessing. Additionally the GUI can communicate over the
websocket server with the Python class.

4.3. User Input

There are two different possibilities for the user to interact
with the developed system. The first type of input allows
the user to communicate via German speech which is de-
veloped by CWAR-3. The other type enables the user to
interact with the cookbook by using hand gestures. For this
the Leap Motion [12] is used, which is small enough to be
build into the kitchen furniture. The Leap Motion is able to

Figure 3: Motion of the swipe gesture [12].
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detect hands, fingers and pointing tools via two monochro-
matic IR cameras and three infrared LEDs in an area of an
inverted pyramid centred on the device. Each time the Leap
Motion recognizes tools in its view area, it updates frame
data which contains information about the detected tool as
basic tracking data and motion informations like gestures.
The LeapSDK comes with predefined gestures like circular
and swipe movements and also a key and a screen tap. For
the system the swipe gesture is used, a well known gesture
for moving to the next page on smartphones or tablets, to
turn the pages in the virtual cookbook. Each time the Leap
Motion detects a swipe gesture, a notification is send to the
listening components via RSB depending on the swipe di-
rection.

4.4. Synchronization of User Input and System Outputs

User

Dialog Leap
Cookbook

Backend

Controller

BPMN

Visualization
Speech In/Output Hand-Gestures

SynchroMsgs
String

RPC
ProcessModellRpcRST

Stateinfo
ProcessModellIDOutputRST

InfoMsgs
String

SynchroMsgs
String

Stepinformation
ProcessModellRpcRST

Action of recognized gesture
String

RPC
ProcessModellRpcRST

Figure 4: Communication between Controller, Cookbook,
Speech and Kitchen Backend.

As mentioned before the system provides two differ-
ent interaction possibilities, the speech input and the ges-
ture control via Leap Motion, which will be called input
devices in the following text passage. In order to prevent
the user from accidentally doing multiple inputs to the sys-
tem, a control unit with different safeguards is developed. If
all safeguards are passed the controller handles the message
and, depending of the current state in the cooking process,
sends it over different RSB Scopes. It can be possible, that
the controller receives interaction messages from both input
devices simultaneously. In this case the controller handles
them with the principle of first in, first out and the other one
will be ignored. Additional the control unit is used for the
synchronization between the speech output and the visual-
ization in the cookbook, which will be called output devices
in the following text passage. Via the controller the two out-
put devices tell each other in which state they currently are.

The figure 4 shows the communication flow between the
controller, dialogue system, cookbook and the kitchen back-

end, which will be illustrated by the following interaction
example.

After starting all system components, the cookbook is
visualized closed over the kitchen counter. Additional the
cookbook backend asks the kitchen backend for the cur-
rent recipe list and sends it to the cookbook, which stays
closed. When the controller receives the first message
”PAGE FORWARD” from one of the input devices, it
starts the cooking process and sends ”START” to the out-
put devices. When receiving the message, the Dialogue
system starts the welcoming dialogue and the cookbook
turns to the first page showing the current recipe list. Then
the cookbook backend tells the Dialogue via the controller
that the current recipe list is displayed with the message
”GETRECIPELIST”, which triggers a new dialogue pat-
tern. The user can choose a recipe by saying the recipe
name to the Dialogue or using the gesture control to se-
lect the highlighted recipe. Both input devices send ”SE-
TRECIPE:recipename” to the controller, which will redi-
rect this message to the kitchen backend via RPC calls and
sets the cooking process to active. Now the kitchen model
publishes the current state continuously, which is recog-
nized in the cookbook backend. This enables the backend
to ask for the general information of the chosen recipes, like
maximum steps, number of ingredients used. But before it
asks for a list of ingredients used in the recipe, it sends the
controller ”INGREDIENTSLIST” which is redirected to
the Dialogue so it can update its pattern. The next recog-
nized user input starts the recipe and sends to the cookbook
backend ”STARTRECIPE”. Because of this the cookbook
backend asks for the first recipe step and directly sends the
step information to the Dialogue system for reading it and
to the cookbook, which turns to the next page, where the
step information is displayed. Now each time the user fin-
ishes a step via speech or gesture control the controller no-
tices it and tells the kitchen backend to finish the current
active step. Then the kitchen backend will update its status
and publishes it to the cookbook backend, which then asks
for the new step and sends the received information to the
dialogue system. This loop goes on until the kitchen back-
end tells the cookbook, that the recipe is finished. Then the
cookbook sends ”END” to the controller, which publishes
it to the Dialogue.

4.5. Face Detection

The face of the user is detected using haarcascade classi-
fiers with OpenCV [13]. One classifiers is employed to de-
tect frontal faces and two additional classifiers are trained
to detect the profiles of the user. The profile classifiers are
used in order to improve face detection in cases when the
user is not directly looking towards the camera. To improve
performance the camera images are rescaled to 320×240
pixel. Concerning the classification parameters, a scale fac-
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tor of 1.3 was chosen and the minimum number of neigh-
bours was set to 4, since these values proved to yield good
results while still ensuring good performance in conjunction
with the downscaled images. If one or both profile classifier
and the frontal classifier detect a face, then only the detected
face of the frontal classifier is used. This is done because the
precision of the frontal classifier is higher then the precision
of the profile classifiers. Whenever a face is detected, the
position and size of the face’s bounding box in the original
image is published using RSB [11]. These bounding boxes
will then be used by the FlobiDriver (see section 4.6) to cal-
culate joint angles for the virtual robot which can be seen in
figure 5.

Figure 5: Two snapshots of interaction between face detec-
tion and FlobiDriver. The left images show the resulting
Flobi looking towards the user. The right images show the
camera images with the bounding boxes around the face.

4.6. FlobiDriver

The FlobiDriver calculates the joint angles necessary to
make Flobi (in the simulation [1]) look towards the target.
In most cases these targets are faces that have been detected
by the face detection (see section 4.5), but the targets can
also be predefined locations in the kitchen, e.g. the fridge.
To compute these angles the relative position of the target
with respect to the robot (i.e. the projection) needs to be
known. For static targets, such as the fridge this can easily
be achieved by measuring the positions of the projection as
well as the desired targets in the actual setup. These posi-
tions are stored in a config file which is read when the Flo-
biDriver is started. This approach does not however work
for moving faces, for obvious reasons. In order to estimate
the 3D position of a detected face the detected bounding
box, which is published by the face detection, is used. Us-
ing the position in the camera image of the bounding box,
as well as information about the camera, which needs to be
stored in the config file as well, the direction relative to the
camera in which the face was detected is estimated. Ini-
tially, a simple mapping of the size of the bounding box to
the distance of the face, which also needs to be stored in the
config file, is used. The problem with this approach however
is, that the size of the bounding box varies very strongly be-
tween different users at the same distance. In order to avoid
this problem, the mapping between bounding box size and
distance would need to be adapted to every user, which was
deemed impractical for a kitchen system with potentially an

infinite number of different users. In order to still be able
to estimate a position, the system simply assumes that the
users would always work in a similar distance to the cam-
era and uses this distance for all faces. Once the position of
a face is known, the joint angles for the Flobi robot or the
simulation can be computed using simple geometry. In this
work Flobi always turns his head towards the target, which
means that only the pan and tilt angles for the neck need to
be computed.

In order to make Flobi look more alive a simple me-
chanic was implemented which lets him close his eyes in
a pseudo-random manner. In each cycle Flobi has a five
percent chance to close his eyes. If the eyes are closed,
they will stay closed for at least 2 cycles, to avoid extremely
rapid blinking. On top of that we also fixed Flobi’s mouth
into a smiling position. All calculated joint angles are then
published to the simulation using ROS [14].

5. INTERACTION EXAMPLE

Interaction with this group’s components can be seen in ear-
lier interaction videos2. The first video shows the combina-
tion of face detection and FlobiDriver. In the second video
the gesture control is used to turn the pages of the cook-
book. A video showing the entire system at work will soon
be available on the course website3. In that video extracts
from the experimental study will be presented and the con-
tribution of all the three groups will be highlighted.

6. EVALUATION

This section provides information about the experimental
study the three CWAR groups performed together, as well
as the results relevant to this paper. These will then be dis-
cussed in section 7.

6.1. Study design

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the
entire kitchen system, the three CWAR groups designed
and performed a small experimental study using the sys-
tem in the CITEC kitchen at Bielefeld University. For this
a beamer, a webcam, the Leap and some speakers were in-
stalled in the kitchen. Furthermore, a wireless microphone,
that participants were equipped with, was used for the dia-
log components. For this study eleven participants (8 male,
3 female with an average age of 27 years), who had no
contact with the system prior to the study and had varying

2see http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/isy-praktikum/
WS13SS14/CWAR-2/media/IsyFloBi.mp4 and http://www.techfak.
uni-bielefeld.de/isy-praktikum/WS13SS14/CWAR-2/media/
Leap_Gesture.mp4

3see http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/isy-praktikum/
WS13SS14/
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cooking skills, were asked to cook a hamburger with the
help of the interactive kitchen system. All participants were
given a brief introduction about the kitchen hardware and
how to start the system. Concerning the possible controls,
the participants were only told, that they can use speech
and swiping gestures to control the cookbook. All further
instructions during the cooking process were provided by
the system itself. Prior and after the actual cooking pro-
cess, the participants answered two questionnaires. The first
one asked general questions about the participants and their
cooking expertise. In the second questionnaire the partic-
ipants were asked to rate the usability of the overall sys-
tem as well as specialized questions concerning the differ-
ent groups. This paper focuses on usability of the entire
system and, more specifically, of the gesture control and the
visualization, as well as the perception of the robot Flobi.

6.2. Results

The results of the questionnaire that this paper focuses on
can be categorized into four blocks: Overall usability of the
entire system, perception of the robot Flobi, visual attrac-
tiveness of the cookbook and usability of the gesture control
with the Leap.

For the first block the system usability scale [15] was
used and the system achieved a score of 49.3% which indi-
cates severe usability problems.

The results for the perception of Flobi are summarized
in table 1.

Perception of Flobi Average Score
Attentive 2.18
Friendly 1.82
Helpful 2.36
Annoying 3.91

Table 1: Average scores of the perception of the virtual rep-
resentation of Flobi. Scores ranged from 1: Agree com-
pletely to 5: Disagree completely.

The participants rated the cookbook with an average
score of 2.64 on a scale from 1: Very appealing over 3:
Neutral to 5: Not appealing at all.

The usability of the gesture controls using the Leap was
rated with an average score of 3.45 on a scale from 1: Very
intuitive over 3: Neutral to 5: Very cumbersome.

Concerning the individual comments regarding the sys-
tem and cooking experience it can furthermore be report that
most participants see a lot of potential in the system, which
is so far hindered by various control problems.

7. DISCUSSION

In the following the results from the experimental study will
be discussed with respect to the components described in
this paper as well as possible future improvements and fea-
tures.

The rather poor SUS score indicates severe usability
problems of the system. The most important reason for
this are the user inputs, which often were not working as
good as intended. The below average score for the usabil-
ity of the gesture control using the Leap indicates this as
well. Although the gesture control was not used too much
by the participants, some users had to repeat the swipe ges-
ture several times before it was recognized. A reason for this
poor performance could be the provided framework from
the LeapSDK, which is used to detect the gestures. A newer
version of this framework has been published after the study
was finished. New tests are now needed to evaluate whether
the newer version improves the detection rate of the swipe
gesture or if a custom gesture detection would need to be
developed in future work. Furthermore, we wanted to eval-
uate how intuitive the provided controls are for the user in
the study. For that reason, we only gave the participants a
minimal amount of instructions. With hindsight however,
it might have been better to have the participants undergo
a short training period, in which they would have had the
opportunity to get used to the Leap since the success rate
improved drastically once the users got used to how they
should perform the swipe gesture. Furthermore, the study
indicates that some sort of visual feedback when the user’s
hand is detected by the Leap could be helpful, especially
for users new to the system. A simple symbol in the virtual
cookbook which changes its colour when a hand is detected
could be added as future work.

On top of that, the study made it very clear that the sys-
tem needs to enable the user to go back to look at previous
steps in the recipe. This is another feature that should be im-
plemented in the future. If the user would have the option to
go back to the step the user was before to the misclassified
input occurred, the error would not be as severe as it is now.
Another future feature is a chat below the image of Flobi
displaying what the speech recognition understood as well
as what the dialogue system says. This could prove quite
useful in understanding erroneous behaviour by the system.

Apart from these possible adaptations, the cookbook
was rated above average by the participants, which supports
our design. Further visual improvements, such as a leather
book cover or adjustable font size could be considered for
future work.

The results concerning Flobi are mainly positive as well.
Most participants rated Flobi attentive which indicates that
the face detection and the FlobiDriver performed well. A
concern, that a constant focus on the user by Flobi might
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be annoying, appears to be unjustified. It is also interesting
to note, that Flobi was rated slightly helpful despite only
looking at the user. This could mean, that the assumption,
that users prefer to have some entity they can identify the
system with, is correct. It is surprising, that a smile and a
pseudo-random blinking behaviour appear to be sufficient
in order to create a friendly appearance. Despite the good
results in the experimental study there are several improve-
ments to the face detection and the FlobiDriver that could
be implemented in the future. First of all, a more natu-
ral transitions between joint states would be desirable as
in this work we simply jump to target joint states, which
can be strange when Flobi performs larger movements. Ide-
ally, mouth movement which is synchronized to the speech
should be employed as well, but this would go far beyond
the scope of this course. However, a controller for natural
transitions between joint states is currently being worked on
by one of the supervisors and could potentially be released
in the near future. Another possible future improvement
could entail the use of several instead of only one camera in
the kitchen. Even with detecting profiles as well as frontal
faces, the face of a user can still be lost quite easily when the
user is moving in the kitchen. This can also lead to bigger
movements of Flobi when detecting a face again after it has
been lost. Using cameras from multiple angles would allow
to track the face of the user more reliably, which could re-
duce the number of times Flobi needs to perform big head
movements.

8. CONCLUSION

This project wanted to implement the concept of an inter-
active kitchen, which would help users during a cooking
process. This group successfully created an appealing cook-
book with an integrated animated representation of the an-
thropomorphic robot head Flobi, that attends to the user, as
well as a touchless gesture control for the cookbook. Fur-
thermore, in synchronized the dataflow between the three
groups, especially between the two forms of user input and
the backend from CWAR-1. Although the usability of the
system proved to be not too good, this can mostly be tracked
back to erroneous user input components which need to be
improved in the future. Overall our study indicates that the
concept and its implementation have got a lot of potential
which should be pursued further.
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ABSTRACT

This project is part of a kitchen assistance program provid-
ing different user interfaces. We aim for a speech interface,
that that can be accessed via natural sentences and is intu-
itive in a way, that the user does not need any instruction.
We also wanted it to be accessible from everywhere in the
kitchen and hands free.
In general we managed to create dialogue system, that
works as a full interface to kitchen assistance meeting our
usage limitations. In our study the users liked the idea, but
had some problems because the speech recognition did not
always work with the necessary reliability. We also discuss
possible ways to fix this problems in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cooking your own meals can be a fun and relaxing activ-
ity during the usually stressed day, as well as a way to save
money and improve ones health. However, in our modern
society a lot of people do not cook for themselves any more
or have only a very small variety in the recipes they cook.
We assume that a large proportion of these people do not
cook by themselves because they simply might not know
how to cook. Even if these people want to learn cooking,
they are often deterred by the complexity of more advanced
recipes and thus might not have the time or motivation to
try and learn such recipes. In order to encourage less ex-
perienced cooks to cook more often or try out new recipes,
we want to provide them with an interactive kitchen, help-
ing the user during the cooking process. The system uses
knowledge about known recipes and information about the
status of the kitchen hardware, provided by modern kitchen
devices, to guide the user, step by step, through a recipe and
informs the user about potential errors, e.g. not preheating
the oven. Information about the different steps in a recipe
are provided visually in form of a virtual cookbook, which
can be projected onto the wall behind the kitchen counter, as
well auditory by reading the steps to the user as well. In or-
der to limit hesitation in using the system, the user interacts
with the system using voice and touch less gesture control.
Unlike with physical input devices, the user does not need

to fear soiling the system, when using with dirty hands due
to the cooking process and also keeping the food hygienic.
The voice control furthermore allows the user to manipulate
the system while moving around the kitchen freely. We also
employ a virtual animated representation of the robot Flobi,
providing a specific entity the user can interact with.

As part of the seminar ”Intelligent Room” at Bielefeld
University, three groups have worked at this project. Within
this framework the project has been split into three main
parts which can be seen in section 3. Our group focused
on the dialogue system which provides a verbal interaction
interface with the kitchen as well as auditory information
about the recipe the user wants to cook. After detailing the
system design in section 3, section 4 will describe the differ-
ent components we developed. In section 5 we describe an
interaction example, in which a basic use case can be seen.
Section 6 describes the experimental study we performed
to evaluate the systems. In that section we also present the
results our group was focusing on. In section 7 we discuss
the results and propose possible future improvements to our
components regarding the overall cooking system before fi-
nally giving a conclusion in section 8.

2. RELATED WORK

There have been other approaches to implement a dialogue
system which works as a cooking assistant. One approach
came from Schäfer et al. in 2013 named Kochbot [7].
Kochbot is a cooking assistant application for smartphones
and tablet devices which processes speech input/output and
supports German recipes. Like our system, it is able to read
out cooking instructions step by step and answer questions
during cooking. Furthermore, it is able to perform queries
in a large recipe collection, e.g. by searching the collection
for certain ingredients, the user wants to cook with. With
Kochbot, Schäfer et al. wanted to investigate the use of
speech assistance in a task oriented scenario, as well as
rapid domain adaptation by utilizing natural language
processing techniques. It also provides a graphical user
interface, which can be controlled through a touch screen.
The speech input has two modes. Standard speech recog-
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nition relies on certain keywords after which the user can
ask arbitrary questions. The Continuous speech recognition
only listens to a few commands which are important for the
cooking procedure itself (e.g. next step).

Another approach was Cooking Navi, introduced by
Hamada et al. in 2005 [2]. Cooking Navi was designed as
a cooking navigation system, to help even novice users to
cook recipes without failure, while improving their skills. It
optimizes the cooking procedure by providing appropriate
instructions to the user at the right time. To support the
user, there are textual and auditory instructions, as well as
videos showing the given tasks performed by somebody
else. That approach is an example of a system where visual
and auditory interaction accompany each other and enhance
the cooking experience to a great extent. In contrast to
our system, Cooking Navi does not allow speech input,
but circumvents the problem of dirty and/or wet hands by
allowing touch input with a water proof pen.

The approach of Martins et al. in 2008 [5] went another
way than the works stated above: Instead of waiting for user
input, the system instructs the user constantly. The system
was designed to assist the user in several domains, other
than cooking, where the goal is not to replace the user but
providing assistance while the user performs a procedural
task. Like the application introduced by Hamada et al. [2],
it is also able to play videos to illustrate instructions. The
speech input in this system is very rudimentary. Martins et
al. allowed a few keywords which can control the dialogue
flow, such as ’next’ or ’previous’ and can get detailed
instructions by asking ’how’.

Our approach is very similar to the Kochbot applica-
tion introduced in [7]. Other than Kochbot, our system does
not provide touch support but gesture control (see CWAR-2
[3]), because that way the user does not constantly need to
keep his or her hands clean to interact with a touch screen,
but he or she can just perform a gesture in which there is no
physical touch with potentially delicate or unhygienic hard-
ware. Furthermore, our system is not just an app that runs on
a mobile device, but is connected to the kitchen hardware,
giving more support for the whole cooking procedure. We
also implemented a continuous speech recognition which
does not only listen to certain keywords but allows natu-
ral sentences due to a large grammar to provide a natural
speech experience.
The design of our system in conjunction with the systems
of the other two groups ([1] and [3]) is described in the fol-
lowing section.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

The interactive kitchen consists of three main parts (see fig-
ure 1): First of all there is the backend, providing the recipe
and hardware information, as well as managing the actual
cooking process. For more information about these compo-
nents we refer to the report paper of CWAR-1[1]. Another
part is the visualization, which contains the visual represen-
tation of the cookbook, the incorporation of the robot Flobi,
as well as the gesture control and junction between voice
and gesture control for the backend. For more information
we refer to the report paper of CWAR-2 [3]. The last part,
which is described in further detail in this paper (see section
4), provides the dialogue system which provides the user
with auditory feedback about the cooking process (i.e. the
current step in the recipe) as well as a verbal interface to
interact with the kitchen.

Kitchen 
Device 

Interface

Cookbook

Face 
Recognition

FloBI 
(Simulation)

Dialogue

Leap Motion

BPMN 
Workflow

Kitchen

FloBI 
Controller

User 
Interface 
Controller

CWAR-1

CWAR-2

CWAR-3

Speech 
Recognizer

Text to 
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Figure 1: Overview of the entire CWAR project. Our group
focussed on the dialogue system, the speech recognizer and
the text to speech environment

4. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

The entire kitchen system consists of many software com-
ponents which work together on different levels, which can
be seen in figure 1. The focus of this paper lies on the dia-
logue system.
The dialogue system itself is subdivided in three subsys-
tems, which have different functions. The main part con-
sists of the PaMini [6] dialogue framework which provides
state machine like interaction patterns for different possi-
ble dialogue scenarios. The speech recognition is provided
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Figure 2: Picture of the kitchen setup
1: stove, 2: oven, 3: work surface, 4: Leap Motion Con-
troller, 5: virtual cookbook, 6: cooker hood, 7: wireless
headset, 8: loudspeaker

by PocketSphinx [4]. The speech output is provided by
the Mary Text-To-Speech environment [8]. All those com-
ponents are connected by our state listener class via RSB
[9] , which also handles incoming events from the process
model. The structure of the dialogue system and a basic di-
alogue flow is shown in figure 3.
The following sections contain basic descriptions of the
components named above. A detailed description of the di-
alogue flow and the interface with the process model can be
found in section 4.4.

Figure 3: Internal structure of the dialogue system. The
heart piece are the PaMini dialogue patterns, handling the
PocketSphinx speech recognition and the changing the in-
ternal states caught by the state listener. The state listener
then triggers new dialogue patterns and requests informa-
tion by the operating system, corresponding to the finished
patterns.

4.1. PaMini dialogue patterns

PaMini (Pattern-based Mixed-initiative human-robot
interaction) [6] is a framework, which provides interaction
patterns for verbal human-robot interaction. With these
interaction patterns, more complex dialogues can be re-
alised and more situations can be covered than by providing
simple keyword-spotting or command-control techniques.
By providing dialogue patterns, PaMini can handle mixed-
initiative situated interaction, which is crucial for the
cooking assistant. The dialogue patterns represent reoccur-
ring conversational structures for different situations. The
complexity of these patterns go from simple notifications to
action requests, that have to be confirmed and/or are cance-
lable. Each pattern can be understood as a state machine,
which covers the current state of the conversation. Every
pattern has an ’initiated’ and a ’finished’ state. Depending
on the pattern it can also have several intermediate states,
which can be reached depending on the input from robot
and/or human. An example of such a pattern is given in
figure 4.
The patterns provided by PaMini can be understood as
classes of patterns. Systems that use the PaMini frame-
work can build instances of these patterns, which can be
configured and customized independently. That way a
simple-statement pattern, for example can be customized
for different situations. In one situation the human has
finished a cooking step and wants to know the next one.
In the other situation the human can tell the robot, that he
wants the last step to be read out again. Depending on the
human’s speech input, different patterns of the same class
are triggered.
The configuration is done via an XML-document which
stores all the information, that is needed for the pattern, i.e.
when to go to the next state, which input is accepted and
what output will be generated.

Every dialogue should at least contain an opening and
a closing pattern. For our implementation, we also used
the patterns HumanSimpleStatement (i.e. for getting the
next recipe step), RobotSimpleInformationRequest (i.e.
for selecting a recipe), RobotSuggestion (i.e. for collect-
ing ingredients) and RobotSimpleStatement (i.e. for let-
ting the user know when the cooking starts).

4.2. Speech recognizer PocketSphinx

The speech recognizer PocketSphinx [4] is part of Carnegie
Mellon University’s speech recognition systems CMU
Sphinx. In this project we used PocketSphinx as a real-
time continuous speech recognition, with a German lan-
guage model and middle ware from the Bielefeld University
and a grammar we specially designed for our problem.
Our idea for the grammar was to be intuitive but limited to
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Figure 4: The HumanInformationRequest pattern with the
’initiated’ and ’finished’ states. A question asked by the
human triggers the ’asked’ state and a system task which
is responsible for gathering the desired information. When
the information can be provided, the state ’answered’ is trig-
gered, otherwise the ’failed’ state is triggered. Both states
trigger the ’finished’ state.

our domain, so that the user can talk in normal sentences,
without learning keywords and that way being able to use
the system without any instruction or manual. But besides
that, our grammar only consist of sentences that are ex-
pected in the context of cooking and using our program,
including questions about the use of the kitchen, cooking
devices or cooking procedures. In that way limiting the
sentences that the speech recognition understands to those
likely to be used and avoiding misunderstanding.
The recognized sentences then are mapped to meanings,
that can be processed by the dialogue patterns. These mean-
ings are then forwarded to the dialogue controller, to resume
in the activated pattern or start a new one.
We decided to stop speech recognition while speech output
occurs (see next section), so that nothing said by our system
will be interpreted as speech input.

4.3. Mary Text-To-Speech Environment

For the voice output we decided to use the MARY Text-to-
Speech System [8] with a local Mary server for the speech
synthesis. We decided to use a local server, so that we would
not rely on external sources and connection to the web and
still the occupation of memory and computation kept in rea-
sonable bounds. The sentences that arrive from the dialogue
controller as an output, are first processed for optimal voice
output. For example umlauts cannot be processed by the
whole system, so their substitutes have to be replaced with
umlauts for the synthesis. These modified sentences are
then sent to the Mary server for output.
In our configuration Mary receives plain text as input and
speaks in a German female voice with hidden semi Markov
model. While speaking, the output is locked, preventing two
or more outputs from being spoken at the same time. Out-
puts that are being blocked this way, are queued and spoken
one after an other.

4.4. StateListener and Dialogue Flow

The dialogue flow and the interconnection of the compo-
nents can be viewed in figure 3. The state listener class

fulfils several tasks, that are important for both the user
interaction and the interaction with the process model. First
of all it handles new incoming events, which represent
either new states in the process model or certain situations
in the cooking procedure. The events are not received from
the process model itself, but from an external class which
is responsible for fetching new process model data for each
step. The class has been implemented by the CWAR-2
group [3].
Second, it handles events, that occur when dialogue pat-
terns change their state. To accomplish this task, a pattern
reporter class has been implemented, which reports to the
state listener class.
At last, it also fulfils the task to report to the process
model whether a cooking state has been completed. To
accomplish this task, the state listener class reports to an
external decision maker class which handles input from
both the Leap Motion control and the dialogue system.
This also has been implemented by the CWAR-2 group.

The pattern reporter class mentioned above, is a class
that handles occurring pattern events. These pattern events
are triggered, when a dialogue pattern is initiated, finished
or changes state. Depending on the patterns these events are
handled differently. For example, when the user initiates
the dialogue with a greeting and the pattern finishes, the
pattern reporter publishes an event, which the state listener
will handle. The state listener is aware of which pattern
has just finished and takes care and communicates with the
decision maker, so that the next step can be finished.

All the components stated above are connected via
RSB. Each component listens to or publishes events on
its own scope. The state listener class listens to many
different scopes and handles incoming events. One scope
is for handling different cooking situations like selecting a
recipe or checking the needed ingredients. Another scope
is for handling events that occur when patterns change their
state. This can happen when the user communicates, that
he finished a cooking step and wants the next one to be
displayed. The last scope handles new incoming recipe
steps.
The state listener class itself publishes data on different
scopes too. One scope is designated to trigger certain
dialogue patterns depending on the situation. On the other
scope the state listener communicates with the decision
maker class stated above and triggers new cooking states.

With all the necessary components connected to each
other, a typical dialogue flow has been realised as follows
and can be looked up in figure 3: When a new recipe step
arrives, it will be published by an external class to the cor-
responding scope. Since the state listener handles events
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on this scope, it handles the incoming event. The incoming
data is decomposed and the relevant information to be read
out is extracted, i.e. the description of the recipe step. With
all the necessary meta data a dialogue pattern can be trig-
gered, which reads out the current recipe step to the user.
The pattern is triggered by publishing this data to the corre-
sponding RSB scope the PaMini framework listens to. After
triggering the pattern, PaMini handles the user input com-
pletely on its own, until the pattern has finished. It also
handles the speech output, by forwarding the text to be read
out to Mary TTS. In the case stated above, the user can ac-
knowledge the current step, which finishes the pattern. As
soon as the user is done with the current step, he can trig-
ger a pattern by himself by saying that he is done. As soon
as the agent responds to this command, the pattern finishes
and the state listener is informed by the pattern reporter
class. The state listener handles this event by publishing
a ’nextStep’ command to the decision maker class’ scope.
That will get the next step from the process model and a
new step can be read out as mentioned before.

To ensure that the next recipe step can be triggered by
both the Leap Motion control and the dialogue system, the
state listener does not block the interaction, when a pattern
is triggered. For example, when the user triggers the next
state with a gesture on the Leap, the next step is fetched
and published to a scope the state listener listens to. Since
dialogue patterns are interleavable and there can be patterns
that have not finished, when a new state arrives the patterns
are closed to maintain consistence.

5. INTERACTION/OPERATION EXAMPLES

The dialogue system in action can be seen in our earlier
interaction video1. This video shows a basic dialogue flow
where a recipe for lasagne is read out. The interaction
can be started by the user by saying ’Hallo Flobi’(Hello
Flobi). Flobi asks what the user wants to cook and after
that he asks the user whether he or she has all the needed
ingredients. The user can reply that he or she has the
ingredients or does not. After that, a few steps are read out.
After a step has been read out, the user can confirm that he
understood the instruction and can proceed to the next step
by saying ’fertig’(done). Also a few examples are shown,
where the user can ask Flobi about how to use the oven and
so on. When all steps are done, Flobi ends the interaction
by saying goodbye.

The interaction with the whole system by using dialogue
and leap motion control is not much different from using the
dialogue alone. The interaction can be started by either per-

1http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
isy-praktikum/WS13SS14/CWAR-3/media/DialogVideo.
mp4

forming a swipe gesture or by saying ’Hallo Flobi’(Hello
Flobi). After that, Flobi asks the user, what he wants to
cook. For our user study mentioned in section 6, we pro-
vided the recipe for making a hamburger. A list of needed
ingredients is shown to the user via projector and the user
can confirm, that he has all the needed ingredients. Flobi
then reads out every recipe step. The instruction itself is
also projected on a screen by a projector. After the user has
completed a step, he or she can proceed to the next step by
either saying ’fertig’(done) or performing a swipe gesture.
In the meantime, the user can ask questions, i.e. how to use
the oven or the hob. As soon as the user has completed all
the needed steps, Flobi ends the interaction by saying good-
bye and the visual cookbook closes. A video showing the
entire system at work will soon be available on the course
website2.

6. EVALUATION

In this section we provide information about the experimen-
tal study, the three CWAR groups performed together, as
well as about the results relevant to our group. These will
then be discussed in section 7.

6.1. Study design

The goal of the evaluation was to find out, whether the cook-
ing system is easy to use and whether the cooking experi-
ence is improved by the cooking system. For the evaluation
of the cooking system eleven participants were invited. The
task for each participant was to cook a hamburger with the
cooking system. In order to ensure that all study participants
cook under the same conditions, each of them obtained a
short introduction of the kitchen hardware like the oven and
the induction cooker. The required ingredients were pro-
vided for each study participant and the required amount of
mincemeat were weight out previously. Also, every partici-
pant was instructed that it is possible to both speak and use
gestures to interact with the cooking system. The interac-
tion was done in German.
On average the study participants were 27 years old and
have had some cooking experience with cooking easy
recipes. Ten of them had a lot of experience with comput-
ers and five of them with voice input systems. Six out of
eleven of the study participants had experience in program-
ming computers and all but two participants, had experience
with the robot Flobi or robot systems in general.

6.2. Results

The following evaluation results and analysis refer to the di-
alogue system. The focus of the evaluation of the dialogue

2http://www.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
isy-praktikum/WS13SS14/
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system was to find out, whether the dialogue system was
easy to use and whether the word pool of the voice recog-
nition is diverse enough and how the system reacts to back-
ground noises. The idea to use a cooking system with voice
input was approved by almost every study participant and
was rated by an average score of 2 on a scale from 1, which
is very useful, over 3, which is neutral, to 5, which is not
useful. They stated that the use of voice is comfortable and
easy to use, if you know which sentences the dialogue sys-
tem understands.
The two most important questions were ’How intuitive is
the usage of system by speech?’ and ’Did the system not
understand often during the cooking process?’. For the first
important question the participants could choose between 1,
which is very intuitive, and 5, which is not intuitive. In or-
der to figure out whether the dialogue system is easy to use,
the study participants were not informed which sentences or
keywords they could use, to go on with the dialogue. In this
way we were able to find out, which sentences were missing
in the word pool of the voice recognition. The result of this
experiment was an average score of 2.9. Four of the par-
ticipants intuitively managed the operation of the dialogue
system, four were not sure of how to use the system and
three did not understand the system intuitively. The rating
of the intuitiveness of the system is shown in figure 5. In
most cases the system did not understand the user, which
affected the cooking process. Only in four out of eleven
cases the system did not understood the user less than four
times, which is shown in figure 6. Very interesting is, that
although the voice recognition did not work that well, the
users have used the speech recognition strikingly more of-
ten than the gesture control. If the speech recognition did
not work the participant tried to use the gesture control but
already on the next cooking instruction he or she again tried
to use the speech recognition.

Figure 5: The bar chart shows how intuitive the user per-
ceived the dialogue system. They had the possibility to rate
the dialogue system with a number between one and five.
One means very intuitive and five means not intuitive.

Figure 6: Illustrates how often the dialogue system did not
understand the user. It could be chosen between always un-
derstand, once, twice, three times and often not understood.

7. DISCUSSION

The reason for this sobering result lies in the grammar of
the voice recognition, which is still at a premature stage,
and the problem that the voice recognition often misunder-
stood what the user said. The system repeated the current
cooking instruction very often, because a lot of sentences
and questions, which the participants said, were not inte-
grated in the grammar. Also a big problem were the back-
ground noises, like the running cooker hood and the rustling
of plastic bags or onion skin when the participants peeled
an onion. The system recognized the noise very often as a
sentence, such as “Ich bin fertig”(“I am ready”), which is
in the grammar of the voice recognition, and therefore the
assistant proceeded to the next step and read the next cook-
ing instruction to the participant, who was not finished with
the previous step. Some study participants thought aloud or
talked during cooking, which was a further problem for the
dialogue system. The system did not understand the user,
either it repeated the current cooking step or it went on to
the next step. The reason that the system proceeded to the
next step so often might be that due to our goal of being as
intuitive as possible, there were many possible sentences for
important instructions. This lead to a lot of chances where
noise or language, not directed to the assistant, was misin-
terpreted as the instruction to go to the next step.
A possibility to improve the speech recognition could be the
use of a keyword like “Flobi” in the beginning of each sen-
tence directed to the assistant. Only if the Keyword “Flobi”
is called, the system will listen and does not try to match
the noise to some words of the word pool. Another possi-
bility could be leaving the open speech recognition design
and instead accept only fixed commands such as “fertig”
(“ready”) and “weiter” (“next”). This way the usage of the
dialogue system could be easier and more stable but the user
has to know which commands to use, to interact with the
system or a compromise like only using keywords for inter-
actions that occur very often. These are limited in number
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and can that way be learned quickly and reduce the chance
of being triggered by noise or talking, which is not directed
to the assistant while still containing the opportunity of an
open designed grammar for the rest of the interaction. An-
other possibility could be to use another speech recognizer
and a very large word pool and grammar, which covers also
statements not related with the assistant in any way, to fil-
ter those out. But besides the problems that occurred with
many participants, there were also participants who worked
quite well with the assistant. Those runs let assume, that
our general approach to communicate via language with the
cooking assistant, is an appropriate way and it may be pos-
sible to keep this system nearly as self explanatory as it is
and thus not constructing a threshold to use it.

8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion our approach aims at the right direction, be-
cause it showed to be useful to access a cooking assistant via
voice control and thus being hands free, hygienic and free
to move around in the kitchen. But our goal to a design with
intuitive access and natural sentences lead to some problems
which decrease the usability of the assistant fundamental.
So in the future, the system can be equipped with different
speech recognition designs, comparing a general keyword
for sentences directed to the system, keywords for each in-
teraction with the system or an open design and with key-
words only for the commands that occur very often to en-
sure usability, reliability and intuitivity.
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ABSTRACT

Preclinical research in the field of central nervous system
trauma advances at a fast pace, currently yielding over 8,000
new publications per year, at an exponentially growing rate.
This amount of published information by far exceeds the
capacity of individual scientists to read and understand the
relevant literature. So far, no clinical trial has led to therapeu-
tic approaches which achieve functional recovery in human
patients.

Building upon an existing ontology-based information
extraction system we elaborate in this paper on how rela-
tional content describing experiments on spinal cord injury
treatments can be extracted from natural language text. Us-
ing machine learning techniques we achieved a test precision
of 0.87 and test recall of 0.86.

1. INTRODUCTION

Injury to the central nervous system of adult mammals typ-
ically results in lasting deficits, like permanent motor and
sensor impairments, due to a lack of profound neural regen-
eration. Specifically, patients who have sustained spinal cord
injuries (SCI) usually remain partially paralyzed for the rest
of their lives. Preclinical research in the field of central ner-
vous system trauma advances at fast pace, currently yielding
over 8,000 new publications per year, at an exponentially
growing rate, with a total amount of approximately 160,000
PubMed-listed papers today.2

However, translational neuroscience faces a strong dis-
proportion between the immense preclinical research ef-
fort and the lack of successful clinical trials in SCI ther-
apy: So far, no therapeutic approach has led to func-
tional recovery in human patients [Filli and Schwab, 2012].
As the vast amount of published information by far ex-
ceeds the capacity of individual scientists to read and
understand the relevant knowledge [Lok, 2010], the se-

1This report is an extended and adapted version of [Paassen et al., 2014].
2As in this query to the database PubMed (link to http://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), as of April 2014.

lection of promising therapeutic interventions for clini-
cal trials is notoriously based on incomplete information
[Prinz et al., 2011, Steward et al., 2012].

Thus, automatic information extraction methods are
needed to gather structured, actionable knowledge from large
amounts of unstructured text that describes outcomes of pre-
clinical experiments in the SCI domain. Being stored in
a database, such knowledge provides a highly valuable re-
source enabling curators and researchers to objectively assess
the prospective success of experimental therapies in humans,
and supports the cost-effective execution of meta studies
based on all previously published data. First steps towards
such a database have already been undertaken by manually
extracting the desired information from a limited number of
papers [Brazda et al., 2013], which is not feasible on a large
scale, though.

In previous work we presented a first prototype of an
automated ontology-based information extraction system for
the acquisition of structured knowledge about experimental
SCI therapies [Paassen et al., 2014]. We showed that it is
not sufficient to consider entities independent of each other
but that information in the SCI domain is highly structured
and can be described in terms of relations. Building upon
these results we focus on the task of relation extraction us-
ing machine learning techniques. We prodive a cascaded
workflow for relation extraction in section 3 and evaluate our
approach with respect to test data in the machine learning
training workflow as well as with respect to an independent
evaluation data set (cf. section 4). In section 5 we give
suggestions for further work and solutions to problems that
arose during development.

2. RELATED WORK

Our work in this paper is an extension of
[Paassen et al., 2014]. In that contribution, a hand-
tailored algorithm was used for relation extraction. It rigidly
assumed a high relevance of the proximity between two
tokens in the text and equal importance of tokens taking part
in relations. Here we loosen those assumptions and attempt

1
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to make the approach more generalizable.
We heavily rely upon ontologies in order to find mean-

ingful instances of entities in the domain of spinal cord
injury treatments within text. Thus, our approach is an ex-
ample of an ontology-based information extraction system
[Wimalasuriya and Dou, 2010]: Large amounts of unstruc-
tured natural language text are processed through a mecha-
nism guided by an ontology, in order to extract predefined
types of information. Our long-term goal is to represent all
relevant information on SCI treatments in structured form,
similar to other automatically populated databases in the
biomedical domain, such as STRING-DB for protein-protein
interactions [Franceschini et al., 2013], among others.

A strong focus in biomedical information extrac-
tion has long been on named entity recognition,
for which machine-learning solutions such as condi-
tional random fields [Lafferty et al., 2001] or dictionary-
based systems [Schuemie et al., 2007, Hanisch et al., 2005,
Hakenberg et al., 2011] are available which tackle the re-
spective problem with decent performance and for spe-
cific entity classes such as organisms [Pafilis et al., 2013]
or symptoms [Savova et al., 2010, Jimeno et al., 2008].
A detailed overview on named entity recognition,
covering other domains as well, can be found in
[Nadeau and Sekine, 2007].

The use case described in this paper, however, in-
volves a highly relational problem structure in the sense
that individual facts or relations have to be aggregated
in order to yield accurate, holistic domain knowledge,
which corresponds most closely to the problem structure
encountered in event extraction, as triggered by the ACE
program [Doddington et al., 2004, Ji and Grishman, 2008,
Strassel et al., 2008], and the BioNLP shared task se-
ries [Nedellec et al., 2013, Tsujii et al., 2011, Tsujii, 2009].
General semantic search engines in the biomedical do-
main mainly focus on isolated entities. Relations are
typically only taken into account by co-occurrence on
abstract or sentence level. Examples for such search
engines include GoPubMed [Doms and Schroeder, 2005],
SCAIView [Hofmann-Apitius et al., 2008], and GeneView
[Thomas et al., 2012].

With respect to the extraction methodology, our work is
similar to [Saggion et al., 2007] and [Buitelaar et al., 2008],
in that a combination of gazetteers and extraction rules is
derived from the underlying ontology, in order to adapt the
workflow to the domain of interest. The relation extraction
approach using binary classifiers bears some resemblance
to the best-performing system in the BioNLP shared task in
2011 [Björne and Salakoski, 2011].

A schema in terms of a reporting standard has re-
cently been proposed by the MIASCI (Minimum Informa-
tion About a Spinal Cord Injury Experiment)-consortium
[Lemmon et al., 2014]. To the best of our knowledge, our

Relation Slot Entity Classes

Animal

Organism / Laboratory Animal
Gender
Age / Exact Age
Weight
Number

Injury
Injury Type
Injury Device
Injury Height / Vertebral Position

Treatment
Drug
Delivery
Dosage

Result

Investigation Method
Significance
Trend
p Value

Table 2: The templates for all four considered relations:
A slot of a given relation can - in principle - be filled by
any instance of a suitable class. Slots in boldface mark the
trigger slot of that particular relation: An instance for that
slot is required to trigger the relation extraction mechanism,
while all other slots may remain empty.

work (including [Paassen et al., 2014]) is the first attempt at
automated information extraction in the SCI domain.

3. METHOD AND ARCHITECTURE

An illustration of the proposed workflow is shown in Figure 1.
Based on the unstructured information management archi-
tecture (UIMA, [Ferrucci and Lally, 2004]), full text PDF
documents serve as input to the workflow. Plain text and
structural information are extracted from these documents
using Apache PDFBox3.

The workflow then performs named entity recognition
(NER) (cf. Section 3.1). The entity classes extracted from the
text are shown in Table 1. Some of the entity classes can be
handled by simply using regular expressions or regex-based
recombinations of other entities. Many other classes require
domain-specific ontologies. Some of those had to be hand-
crafted for this application and will be released - like the
system itself - at http://opensource.cit-ec.de/
projects/scie.

The proposed system extracts relations which we define
by templates that contain slots, each of which is to be filled
by an instance of a particular entity class (cf. Table 2). We
argue that a relational approach is essential to information
extraction in the SCI domain as (i) many instances of entity
classes found in the text do not convey relevant information

3Apache PDFBox – A Java PDF Library http://pdfbox.apache.
org/
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Figure 1: Workflow of our implementation, from the input PDF document to the generation of the output relations. Named
entity recognition is described in Section 3.1, relation extraction in Section 3.2.

Entity Class Example Method Resource Count

Integer “42”, “2k”, “1,000” R Regular Expressions
Float “4.23”, “8.12 · 10-8” R Regular Expressions

Roman Number “XII”, “MCLXII” R Regular Expressions
Word Number “seventy-six" O Word Number List 99

Range “2-4” R QTY + PARTICLE + QTY

Language Quantifier “many”, “all” O Quantifier List 11
Time “2 h”, “14 weeks” R QTY + TIME UNIT

Duration “for 2h” R PARTICLE + TIME

Organism “dog”, “rat”, “mice” O NCBI Taxonomy 67657
Laboratory Animal “Long-Evans rats” O Special Laboratory Animals 5

Gender “male”, “female” O Gender List 2
Exact Age “14 weeks old” R TIME + AGE PARTICLE

Age “adult”, “juvenile” O Age Expressions 2
Weight “200 g” R QTY + WEIGHT UNIT

Number “44”, “seventy-six” R QTY

Injury Type “compression” O Injury Type List 7
Injury Device “NYU Impactor” O Injury Device List 21

Vertebral Position “T4”, “T8-9” R Regular Expressions
Injury Height “cervical”, “thoracic” O Injury Height Expressions 4

Drug “EPO”, “inosine” O MeSH 14000
Delivery “subcutaneous”, “i.v.” O Delivery Dictionary 34
Dosage “14 ml/kg” R QTY + UNIT

Investigation Method “walking analysis” O Method List 117
Significance “significant” O Significance Quantifiers 2

Trend “decreased”, “improved” O Trend Dictionary 4
p Value “p < 0.05” R P + QTY 4

Table 1: A detailed list of entity classes which we extract from the text, together with examples for instances of each class,
the extraction method, and resources used for extraction. “Method” refers to the entity extraction method which is based
either on regular expressions (R) or on a lookup in our ontology database (O). Resources in italics are ontologies, which were
specifically created for this application; resources in SMALL CAPITALS are regular expression-based recombinations of other
entities. The count specifies the number of elements in the respective resource.
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on their own, but only in combination with other instances
(e. g., surgical devices mentioned in the text are only relevant
if used to inflict a spincal cord injury to the animals in an
experimental group), and (ii) a holistic picture of a preclini-
cal experiment can only be captured by aggregating several
relations (e. g., a certain p value being mentioned in the text
implies a particular treatment of one group of animals to be
significantly different from another treatment of a control
group).

We take four relations (Animal, Injury, Treatment and
Result) into account which capture the semantic essence of
a preclinical experiment: Laboratory animals are injured,
then treated and the effect of the treatment is measured.
Table 2 provides an overview of all relation templates. The
relation extraction mechanism is based on machine learning
techniques described in Section 3.2.

3.1. Ontology-based Named Entity Recognition

We store ontological information in a relational database
as a set of directed graphs, accompanied by a dictionary
for efficient token lookup. Each entity is stored with possi-
ble linguistic surface forms (e. g., “Wistar rats” as a surface
form of the Wistar rat entity from the class Laboratory An-
imal). Each surface form s is tokenized (on white space
and non-alphanumeric symbols, including transformation
to lowercase, e. g., leading to tokens “wistar” and “rats”)
and normalized (stemming, removal of special characters
and stop words) resulting in a set of dictionary keys (e. g.,
“wistar” and “rat”). The resources used as content for the
ontology are shown in Table 1. We use specifically crafted
resources for our use case4 as well as the NCBI taxonomy5

and the Medical Subject Headings6 (MeSH). The process
of ontology-based NER consists of (i) token lookup in the
dictionary, (ii) candidate generation, (iii) probabilistic can-
didate filtering and (iv) ontological reduction (cf. Figure 1).

3.1.1. Token lookup.

For each token t in the document, the corresponding surface
form tokens st are retrieved from the database. A confi-
dence value pc based on the Damerau-Levenshtein-Distance
without swaps (dld, [Damerau, 1964]) is calculated as

pc(t, st) := max

{
0, 1− min

t′∈st

dld(t′, t)
|t′|

}
, (1)

where |t| denotes the number of characters in token t. Assum-
ing to find t = “rat” in the text with the according surface

4Resources built specifically are made publicly available at http://
opensource.cit-ec.de/projects/scie

5[Sayers et al., 2012], database limited to vertebrates: http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy/?term=txid7742[ORGN

6[Lipscomb, 2000], excerpt of drugs from Descriptor and Supplemental:
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/

form st = (“wistar”, “rats”)ᵀ, pc(t, st) = 1 − 1
4 = 0.75.

Tokens with pc < 0.5 are discarded.

3.1.2. Candidate generation.

A candidate h for matching the surface form tokens sh is a
list of tokens (th1 , . . . , t

h
n)

ᵀ from the text. Candidates are con-
structed using all possible combinations of matching tokens
for each surface form token (as retrieved above). To keep
this tractable, we restrict the search space to combinations
with the proximity d(thk , t

h
` ) ≤ 9 for all thk , t

h
` ∈ h, where

d(u, v) := NW (u, v) + 3 ·NS(u, v) + 10 ·NP (u, v) (2)

models the distance between two tokens u and v in the text
with NW , NS , NP denoting the number of words, sentences
and paragraphs between u and v. In our example, the candi-
date would be h = (“rat”)ᵀ.

3.1.3. Candidate filtering.

For a candidate h and the surface form tokens sh it refers
to, we calculate a total match probability pm, taking into
account the distance d(u, v) of all tokens in the candidate,
the confidence pc(t

′, sh) that the token actually belongs to
the surface form, and the ratio

∑
t′∈h |t′|/

∑
t∈sh
|t| of the

surface form tokens covered by the candidate:

pm(h, sh) = max
t∈h

∑

t′∈h

p3dist(t, t
′) · pc(t

′, sh) · rel(t′, sh) (3)

where

rel(t′, sh) :=
|t′|∑
t∈sh
|t|

and

pσdist(u, v) := exp

(
−d(u, v)

2

2σ2

)
(4)

models the confidence that two tokens u and v belong to-
gether given their distance in the text. In our example of the
candidate h = (“rat”)ᵀ with the surface form tokens sh =
(“wistar”, “rats”)ᵀ is pm(h, sh) = 1 · 0.75 · 3

6+4 = 0.225.
Candidates with pm < 0.7 are discarded.

3.1.4. Ontological reduction.

As the algorithm ignores the hierarchical information pro-
vided by the ontologies, we may obtain overlapping matches
for ontologically related entities. Therefore, in case of over-
lapping entities that are related in an “is a” relationship in
the ontology, only the more specific one is kept. Assume
for instance the candidates “Rattus norvegicus” and “Rat-
tus norvegicus albus”, where the latter is more specific and
therefore accepted.

4
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3.2. Relation Extraction

We frame relation extraction as a template filling task, such
that each slot provided by a relation template has to be as-
signed a filler of the correct entity class or remain empty.
Entity classes for the four relations of interest are shown
in Table 2, where trigger slots are in boldface, whereas all
other slots are optional, i. e. they may remain empty.

Assume a relation template R and an arbitrary number-
ing of its slots. We identify the i-th slot with i. Denote the set
of instances that could fill the i-th slot with Si(R) (including
the empty instance ε for optional slots). This set contains all
those instances of suitable classes that were found by NER.
Note that we are completely dependent on a high recall dur-
ing NER, as an instance that was not found during NER is
not an element of Si(R) and therefore cannot be part of a
relation. It directly follows from our definition of a relation
that the set of possible relations is the cartesian product:

S1(R)× · · · × Sn(R) (5)

where n is the number of slots in the template.
This scales exponentially with respect to the number of

slots. Our approach for Relation extraction (RE) therefore
attempts to limit the size of each set Si(R) as much as
possible, using a cascaded approach:

1. The RE process is triggered by an instance h of an
entity class that fits the trigger slot for the template R.
A binary classifier decides if h should be discarded or
if the RE process should be continued using h.

2. For each optional slot i, a binary classifier that takes
h and i into account, is employed to remove instances
from Si(R).

Furthermore, we apply a liberal distance heuristic:
Only those instances from Si(R) are considered that
are at most 3000 characters away from h.

We call the set of the remaining instances Si(h).

3. We now explicitly construct the cartesian product

R(h) := {h} ×
(×
j 6=i

Sj(h)
)

(6)

where j is the index of the trigger slot.

4. A final classifier gives a confidence that some r ∈
R(h) is indeed a viable relation. Ranked according
to confidence, no more than the best N = 6 relation
instances are kept and no more than M = 3 relation
instances that overlap in the text.

5. Finally, we remove all relations r ∈ R(h) that do
not meet sanity check conditions. Currently, we only
enforce the constraint that the Number instance in an
Animal relation can not be a negative number and that
the Number and Weight instance may not be the same.

As with NER, our method depends on high recall during
the first two steps: If some instance of Si(R) is not trans-
ferred to Si(h), it cannot be used in a relation. To achieve
that, we trained the respective classifiers using a 5-fold cross
validation with 3 repeats each and always kept those parame-
ters that achieved the highest recall. This lead to a test recall
higher than 95% in all cases but for the trigger classifier on
our training data (cf. Section 4).

As features for trigger classifiers, we used the relative
begin index and the relative end index of the instance in the
text, the relative length7 of the instance, and the value of
pm (cf. Equation 3). Furthermore, automatically generated
identitiy features for the instance text, the part-of-speech
tags8 of words taking part in that instance, and the ontology
ID of that instance. Furthermore, word identity features
were used for the words between trigger and slot, the relative
distance between them and pσdist with σ = 6 for the Animal
and Treatment template, σ = 10 for the Injury template and
σ = 15 for the Result template. For relation classifiers we
used the relative begin and end index of the whole relation,
the relative size, the number of text tokens inside the relation
as a numerical feature and as several binned, binary features
in steps of 5 (e.g. “less than 15 tokens”), word identity
features for the tokens the number of filled slots, binary
features for each slot if it was filled or not and the confidence
of each previous classifier.

To acquiere such confidences we used logistic regres-
sion in the implementation provided by the library liblinear
[Fan et al., 2008] and its implementation by Waldvogel9. As
the number of features for the classifiers is very high (1988
features on average), a strict regularization is required to
avoid overfitting/emphasis on features that are not generally
relevant. Using an L1-regularization we were able to effec-
tively select features during training, thereby reducing the
number of features to 63 on average (a reduction of about
factor 30).

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Classifier Training & Testing

We trained our classifiers on a corpus of 18 complete papers
that were annotated in a two-step process: First, NER was
applied. Then, all meaningful relation instances that could
be formed from the instances extracted by NER, were an-
notated manually as positive examples (e.g. NER detected
“Sprague-Dawley rats” as a LaboratoryRat instance and “fe-
male” as a gender instance, where “female” indeed describes
the gender of the rats mentioned. A human expert then
notes that “female Sprague-Dawley rats” is a proper Animal

7Relative meaning divided by the length of the paper text.
8POS tagging was done using the Stanford POS Tagger: http://nlp.

stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
9http://liblinear.bwaldvogel.de/
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Relation Prec. Recall F1

Animal 0.63 0.60 0.59
Injury 0.24 0.40 0.30

Treatment 0.39 0.26 0.31
Result 0.23 0.09 0.13

Table 4: The system’s performance in identifying the places
in the text that are fillers of a meaningful relation. For each re-
lation the average precision, recall and F1-measure is given.

relation instance). Negative examples were automatically
generated from the remaining possible relations. This lead to
an imbalanced data set set (12 (median) times more negative
examples than positive ones) which was balanced by random
oversampling of the positive examples. As discussed before,
training was carried out in a cross-validation setting with 5
folds and 3 repetitions each.

As discussed before, the relation classifiers depend on all
previous classifiers. Therefore, we only report the results for
the four relation classifiers here. We state the number of data
points used, as well as precision, recall, F1-measure, and the
area under the reciever operator curve (ROC), for training
as well as for test. The ROC was computed by varying the
acceptance threshold of the classifier: E.g. for a threshold
of 0.9, only those data points were classified with a positive
label, that had a logistic regression confidence larger than
0.9. The threshold was varied between 0 and 1 in steps of
0.02. The results are presented in Table 3. F1-measure is
consistently between 0.85 and 0.90 for all relations in the
test setting, while area under curve is as high as between
0.90 and 0.94. For almost all relations, precision and recall
are fairly balanced. The only exception is the Treatment
relation, with 0.79 precision and 0.92 recall. With regard to
runtime, we found that about 23 microseconds are needed
per data point during training, including all I/O handling and
data preprocessing, leading to about an hour of training time
on a four year old AMD Quad Core machine.

4.2. Independent Evaluation

To analyse improvement over the baseline set in
[Paassen et al., 2014] we repeated the experiment done there:
We used the whole pipeline on a set of 32 papers not previ-
ously used during training or development. The 32 papers
were annotated by medical experts only with respect to in-
stances of entity classes that are fillers in a relation (1186
instances in total). We compared these expert annotations
with the ones done by our system (998 in total) and de-
noted a true positive only if the expert annotation and the
system annotation refer to the same position in the text (in
[Paassen et al., 2014] this is called the annotation task in the
fillers only setting).

We report the average results for each relation in table 4.

For the Animal relation we achieve the highest F1-measure
(0.59), Injury and Treatment being comparable around 0.30
and Result yielding a far worse F1-measure of just 0.13. In
all but one case the systems output leads to higher precision
than recall (with injury being the exception). In all cases
but Animal we note a strong difference between both. Re-
garding runtime we needed about 37 minutes for automatic
annotation of the 32 test papers.

4.3. Discussion

Our test results are quite satisfactory, especialls with respect
to Area under Curve. However these results do not translate
quite to an evaluation on new papers. We identify three main
reasons for that: First we trained on only a small set of train-
ing papers. Second the classifiers might be trained very well
but the relevant instances are not detected by NER. Finally
it should be noted that the problem is inherently difficult:
Even the numbers achieved here are an improvement over
the baseline set in [Paassen et al., 2014] for all relations but
Result. This relation, on the other hand, is also the most
complex semantically. Another improvement over previous
work is the fact that the number of annotations found by the
system is comparable to the number of expert annotations,
while the system previously annotated around 4 times more.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We described the challenge of extracting relational descrip-
tions about preclinical experiments on spinal cord injury
from scientific literature. To tackle that challenge, we in-
troduced a cascaded approach of named entity recognition,
followed by relation extraction. Our results show that the
problem of relation extraction alone can be approached effec-
tively using multiple classifiers and simple heuristics. How-
ever, we found that the current configuration does not scale
ideally to new and unknown papers.

Future work includes active learning approaches to select
additional training examples that are valuable to the training,
major improvements in runtime of ontology-based NER and
an extension and revision of the training set by medical
experts.

In the near future we will release our system as a fully-
functional annotation pipeline 10. This lays the groundwork
for populating a full-blown semantic database on preclin-
ical studies of SCI treatment approaches as described in
[Brazda et al., 2013], hopefully leading to a fruitful transfer
from preclinical to clinical knowledge in the future.

10http://openresearch.cit-ec.de/projects/scie
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Training Test

Relation Points Prec. Recall F1 AuC Points Prec. Recall F1 AuC

Animal 416 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.90 100 0.91 0.84 0.88 0.94
Injury 316 0.77 0.86 0.81 0.85 80 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.90

Treatment 201 0.83 0.87 0.85 0.90 51 0.79 0.92 0.85 0.90
Result 379 0.80 0.91 0.85 0.92 95 0.89 0.82 0.86 0.94

Table 3: The system’s relation extraction performance evaluated on a corpus of 18 papers. The number of data points, precision,
recall, F1-measure and area under the ROC (AuC) is reported for training (left) and test setting (right).
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ABSTRACT

AUDEYE II is an interactive, cognitive chess assistance sys-
tem that supports its user by providing hints during a chess
match. It is capable of tracking a chess game in real-time by
recognizing chess board and position of figures using com-
puter vision on the video input from a mobile eye tracking
system. User can also interact with the system through eye
gestures tracked by online eye gaze analysis. The system
can give hints to user through sound output.

In this paper we describe the technique used for chess
piece detection and improvements in chess board detection.
Chess piece detection eliminates the requirement to play the
game from starting as the system is no more dependent on
the initial positions of the chess pieces (which was used to
estimate the position of the game as the game progresses),so
now the user can start using the system even from the mid-
dle of the game. Chess board detection technique helps to
cope with only partially visible chess boards. Moreover we
present a player classification module for analysing and tu-
toring the player.

1. INTRODUCTION

AUDEYE II system uses EYE-Tracking Glasses [1], that
have a camera which tracks user’s eye movements and pro-
vides a scene video with overlaid gaze cursor as well as a
text file with timestamped gaze positions within the video
coordinate system.

AUDEYE II system uses the video from the eye-
tracking glasses and computer vision techniques to deter-
mine the chess board position and the state of the game. It
then feeds this information to a chess engine which is used
to track the position of the pieces and provide hints to the
user if requested.

AUDEYE II is an extension to AUDEYE from previ-
ous year’s ISY-Master students project [2]. AUDEYE can
identify the chess board when it is completely visible in the
video stream. It uses poker chips with chess figures drawn
on it as chess pieces. The color of the poker chips (red or
green) is used to determine the actual color (black or white)
of the chess figures. Also the system has to track the chess

pieces from the starting of the game since it is unable to
detect the figures on the poker chips.

In this project we improved the original AUDEYE sys-
tem by adding new features of the piece detection, board
detection and player classification which are explained in
detail in the next sections.

Section 2 describes the work which was done on the pro-
totype so far. The following sections 3 to 5 explain the indi-
vidual parts of the project (Piece detection, Board detection,
Player classification) in detail, where each part is organized
in concept, realization and results. Finally, section 6 dis-
cusses the results and future work, followed by conclusions
in section 7.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Our work is based on the AUDEYE prototype of last years’
ISY-Master students [2]. The hardware setup is not changed
and consists of an eye tracking glass connected to a com-
puter, which provides a video from the players’ view and
eye gaze data. The software consists of several modules
for piece and board detection, eye tracking, chess game ex-
traction, voice output and eye gesture detection. The lat-
ter is used to communicate with the system. Four gestures
were defined to enable/disable sonification, two gestures for
training/testing and finally, one to request the next move.
Here we hooked in to use the eye gazing data also for player
classification and thus adapting to the amount of help given
(i.e. move-by-move suggestion or recommend a strategy).

The video from the eye tracking glasses is used to fol-
low the game. Several of the mentioned software modules
extract the board and individual fields to determine the po-
sition of the chess pieces (for reasons of simplicity poker
chips were used). From their color (red or green) the piece
detection determines only which player owns the chip. This
approach requires to monitor the whole game from the very
beginning on. So, it was guaranteed that the chess extractor
module could track the pieces move by move.

With our new approach we want to enable the system
to not only detect the position of the pieces, but also which
type of figure they are. This will improve the system’s ro-
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bustness to situations where moves are made without look-
ing directly on the board (i.e. because you grin at you op-
ponent while moving your last figure to set him checkmate)
and also to be able to start the assistant at any point of the
game.

Very crucial for this task is the board detection, which
worked very well in AUDEYE when the chess board was
visible in its full extend. The detected lines of the board are
used to deskew the image so that the chess board extraction
module can identify the individual fields which are used to
detect which figures are placed on them. But the system
stops working if the chess board is not fully visible in the
video. Here our goal is to improve the detection, so that in
can also handle only partially visible boards to keep track
of the game.

3. PIECE DETECTION

Our vision is to identify 3D chess pieces through the video
input from eye tracking glasses using computer vision. The
task of identifying 3D chess pieces becomes quite difficult
due to specular reflections and shadows which are of same
color (black and white) as our pieces and the board (Fig.
1(a)). Also pieces in front of each other occlude other pieces
which causes further problems.

So, we restricted our goals to identify 2D pictures of
chess figures as shown in Fig. 2(a). In subsection one we
describe the theoretical approach, followed by the realiza-
tion in subsection 2. The evaluation of the new approach is
done in subsection 3.

(a) Image of the original chess board
shows the difficulty in identifying
pieces due to shadows reflections and
similarity between the color of board
and pieces

(b) Image of the test video setup
including ”old” (with green and
red borders) and ”new” (com-
pletely black and white) pieces

Figure 1: Chess boards used in this study

3.1. Concept

To identify pieces, we extracted the images of individual
pieces from the whole chess board. We tested many algo-
rithms, like matching SIFT features, good features to track,

(a) Image of the
chess pieces

(b) Convex Hull
drawn around it
with defect pi-
onts(depicted in
green)

Figure 2: Figure detection using defectpoints on convex hull

template matching, etc. but non of these produced convinc-
ing results. Then we tried a different approach to identify
pieces. The idea was to draw a convex hull around the
image of the piece (Fig. 2(b)), then take the defect points
highlighted in green in the Fig. 2(b) and compare these de-
fect points with the sample images we had for the particular
pieces. Since we had to do this matching for every piece
present on the board (which can be up to 32) with all the 6
different types of pieces (king, queen, pawn, etc.) for every
frame, the algorithm proved to be quite slow. So, we came
up with another approach which proved to be much simpler
and more efficient than the previous one.

3.2. Realization

This time we used contour matching to identify pieces. We
take sample images of pieces as shown in Fig. 3(a). After-
wards we apply a threshold and extract contours around it
(Fig. 3(b)). This figure is then matched with the image ex-
tracted from realtime video input, which after extraction and
several filters looks like Fig. 3(c). We compare the contours
of two images using Opencv function cv2.matchShapes() to
get the results. It is calculated based on the seven rotation-
invariant Hu-moment values [3] of two contours A and B as
follows (from [4]):

match(A,B) =
∑

i=1...7

∣∣∣∣
1

mA
i

− 1

mB
i

∣∣∣∣ (1)

with

mA
i = sign(hA

i ) · log(hA
i )

mB
i = sign(hB

i ) · log(hB
i )

(2)

and hA
i , h

B
i being the Hu-moments of A and B. The lower

the match value, the better the two contours match. Thus,
the prototype whose contour has the lowest Hu-match-value
is taken as figure type of the piece in the video. Fig. 4 shows
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(a) Sample image of
the chess piece to be
matched

(b) Contour of the im-
age to be matched

(c) Contour of the im-
age from the video

Figure 3: Matching of sample figure of chess piece(knight)
with video input based on Hu-movements

Figure 4: Results of the new detection algorithm on the live
video stream from the eye tracking device

the debug output of the names of the pieces as identified by
the system from an in-game video sequence.

As in the future other pieces (also 3D pieces with ad-
vanced shapes) should be detected, we no longer get the
player color by checking if the chip is green or red. Our ap-
proach is that the best matching contour is used as a mask
on the binary image of the chip/piece. Depending on the
amount of white or black pixels inside this mask, the player
is selected.

Looking at the ”old” white pieces and their blurred ap-
pearance in the video during the first tests, we also created
a test set of 6 ”new” white pieces. They have a better con-
trast between figure and background, so the contour can be
extracted even from blurred images (compare Fig. 5 (c)-(f)).

Using this method on the whole board, in every frame
was likely to be way slower than the color-only approach,
which was proved during the evaluation (see Tab. 1). Thus,
the idea came up to use the already available information
about the current state of the chess game, to boost the de-
tection speed. As a result, we use the probability of a figure
to be at a field as prior probability for the result of the con-
tour matching.

3.3. Evaluation

To evaluate our algorithm, we looked at the time the piece
detection takes, compared to the color-only player detection
approach and on the accuracy of the detection. The test was

(a) Correctly detected contour of an ”old” black pawn

(b) Correctly detected contour of an ”old” black bishop

(c) Contours of ”old” white queen not extracted correctly

(d) Contours of ”old” white bishop not extracted correctly

(e) ”new” white queen
detected correctly

(f) ”new” white bishop
detected correctly

Figure 5: Each image shows the prototype piece on the left,
then the input image to be matched and to the right the ex-
tracted contours. The numbers on the top are the amount
of points per contour. If it is lower than 12 the contour is
ignored (match value = 10). The value at the bottom is the
result from the contour matching (see Eq. (1)). The green
coloured value is the best match to the prototype.

setup on following system:

• Intel Xeon E3-1230v3 @3.30Ghz x 4
• 8 GB Ram
• Windows 7 Professional 64bit SP1
• HIS Radeon HD7770 GHz Edition, 1 GB Ram
• All tests were run single-threaded

To compare the time the detection of the whole board
needs, we tested three modes:

1. Only ”old” color-based player detection

2. Figure detection on all fields without prior knowledge

3. Figure detection with prior knowledge only on occu-
pied fields

The measurements were taken over several runs of the
same 2:37 minute (430 frames) video of a chess board
equipped with a complete set of ”old” chip-pieces for the
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color only all known fields
4.01 ms 9.27 ms 2.10 ms

Table 1: Time to detect all pieces on the whole board (mean
over 5 runs).

white player. The black pieces already had a good con-
trast between figure and background, so there would not be
a big difference to the ”new” black pieces. Therefore we
decided to replace some of them by 6 ”new” white pieces
(Pawn, Rook, Knight, Bishop, King, Queen). Which leaves
10 ”old” black chip-pieces (7 Pawns, Bishop, Knight, Rook)
(compare Fig. 1(b)). So we were able to compare the detec-
tion of all piece types in the same video sequence.

First we tested whether the rotation of the piece has
any influence on the detection quality. As we used the
”matchShapes()” method from openCV [4] we expected no
influence which was also confirmed by our data.

For the duration performance comparison we measured
5 runs of the whole above mentioned video (see Tab. 1) and
calculated the mean time the piece detection needs, to detect
all 32 pieces on a fully equipped board in one video frame.

Our goal was to improve the detection of the pieces on
the board, so it is possible to start the assistant at any time
during the game. From table 1 it becomes clear that a full
board scan takes about 2 1/2 times longer than only detect-
ing the piece color. Though this is a considerable extra time,
the latter does not provide any information about the piece
type and thus the current state of the game. Once the state of
the board is known, the new piece detection is even twice as
fast as the color-based detection because we use the knowl-
edge of the current game state. So, we get a considerably
higher amount of information in less time.

But how good is this information? The detection accu-
racy tests were done on two different piece prototype sets.
One for ”old”, one for ”new” chips. Each was run five-times
on the test video and the average correct detections over all
frames was calculated (see Fig. 6). It clearly shows that it
depends on the type of piece. The ”old” black pieces al-
ready get detected with 50 to 80 percent. The ”old” white
pieces, in contrast, hardly are detected at all.

From the detailed analysis of the compared contours
(Fig. 5), it becomes clear that the white figures’ contours
are not even extracted from the input image, due to its bad
quality. This results from the limited focus of the camera
and the processing to get an undistorted image. To over-
come this, we designed new pieces with a higher contrast.
With the new pieces the detection results increased dramat-
ically to 80 to 90 percent accuracy (see Fig. 6(a)).

A similar result can be seen on the player detection ac-
curacy (see Fig. 6(b) & (c)). The reason for some ”old”
white pieces to be detected correctly, is because they are lo-
cated on a black field and the resulting contours enclose a

(a) figure detection

(b) detecting pieces of black player

(c) detecting pieces of white player

Figure 6: Accuracy of detection. The value for pawn is the
mean of all pawns of a type. There are no black king and
queen on the board, due to the test setup with new white
pieces (see Fig. 1(b) ). The first column of the player detec-
tion is always the ”old” color detection.
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mainly white area. On white fields the red ring of the chip
is detected as mostly black (binary image) and thus results
in the wrong player. With the new figures this is also no
longer a problem, though detecting ”white” pieces is about
10% less accurate than with the color-only approach. The
player detection on pawns works better than on the other
figures, because their image only consists of a shape. This
can be matched better than the structured images of i.e. the
king.

So, with the new set of pieces the system can detect fig-
ure types more reliable and by using the prior knowledge
of the board state the detection got twice as fast. Thus, the
improved chess piece detection enables the other tasks like
player classification and the chess-engine to work more ef-
ficiently.

4. BOARD DETECTION

4.1. Concept

In the previous Audeye system, the chessboard detection
was using Hough transforms to detect lines in OpenCV [5].
The board will be represented by a perspective-distorted
grid of 9x9 lines which can then be rectified. This method
is not robust enough for the visualization of chessboard.

Chessboard detection makes use of the open source
computer vision library in OpenCV. Although OpenCV
provides a build-in function to detect chessboard for
calibration purposes, this method proved to be unreliable
when chess figures populate the field and also to be not
fast enough for real-time applications. We initially used
the standard OpenCV algorithm, Template matching; this
method includes an automatic mechanism for counting
the number of squares in the grid and predicting the grid
corners. But this method is less robust and unable to detect
all corners of the chessboard.

Localization of chess-board vertices is a common task
in computer vision, relatively little work focuses on de-
signing a specific feature detector that is fast, accurate and
robust. Our aim was to achieve robust chess-board detec-
tion. The method proposed is robust against noise, poor
lighting and poor contrast, requires no prior knowledge of
the extent of the chess-board pattern, computationally very
efficient, and provides a strength measure of detected fea-
tures. This concept also includes the optimized chessboard
detection even though if it is partially visible.

4.2. Realization

By implementing the approach proposed by W.Sun [6], we
expected to detect the inner corner points of chessboard,
which is robust enough to detect the partial chessboard.

Each checkerboard grid is a solid intensity region where
the internal corner is surrounded by four alternating bright
and dark regions. By detecting and locating region cor-
ners(Fig 7) of checkerboard pattern surfaces in two scenes,
the mapping between those corresponding corners on the
deformed surfaces of the different scenes can be calculated.
The mapping between those two deformed surfaces actually
consists of many homography between the approximate
planar quadrant grids of the checkerboard patterns in the
different scenes.

This approach propose a robust automatic method that can
recognize checkerboard pattern under complex illumination
and deformation. The main idea is to treat a certain
neighbour points within a rectangle or a circular window
and transform the 2D points distribution into 1D points
to detect regions. Corners are correlated and clustered by
the region boundary data to recognize the checkerboard
corners. The 2D point distribution is transformed within a
window to 1D, then regions in a layer will be line segments
after binarization(Fig 9). This will simplify the detection
by recognizing the four alternating regions features in this
method.

Ring-morphology(Fig 8) treats a 1D image as a ring
that the head and the end are joined. Due to noise in
each frame which cause a fake region as show in Fig. 10.
By performing ring morphology opening and closing on
the binary layers after thresholding, the fake regions can
be reduced. Thresholding in 1D layers locally will get
robustness against various illumination. The fake region
reduction can ensure the correctness of the corner detection.
The acceptance threshold of the layers and other parameters
with the values defined in this method according to most
general cases will reduce the effects caused by noise or
deformation. Noise reduction in checkerboard match and
the redundant corner reduction by clustering can ensure
the corners without redundancy and noise. Then corners
connected by region boundaries will produce the right
checkerboard corners set.

Figure 7: Region Corner
Figure 8: Ring Morphol-
ogy
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Figure 9: 1D form of lay-
ers

Figure 10: A fake region caused by a line

The last point and the first point of a layer in 1D
form are actually continuous in 2D form, a region may
break here because of the 2D to 1D transformation. An
example is shown in Fig. 11. These broke regions may
be treated as fake regions when noise reducing because
of their short widths. To avoid this problem, the binary
morphology operations by elongating the layer to repeat it
one more time behind its last point to be cycle-compatible,
these modified operations are called the ring-morphology.
The result of this approach will detect the corner points in a
checkerboard as shown in Fig. 12.

5. PLAYER CLASSIFICATION

5.1. Concept

To develop a better chess assistant system, the need to un-
derstand the player’s chess expertise arose. Expertise in
chess goes along with the recognition of chunks and tem-
plates in the given chess constellation [9]. In order to pro-
vide customized help and recommendations the system has
to analyze and assess the player. The chess engines so far
do not provide individualized support and guidance, our ap-
proach is to develop a tutoring system that identifies the
weakness of the individual player and thus provide focused
guidance. In this regard of developing a player classifica-
tion mechanism two approaches were considered. In our

Figure 11: Broken region of the region corner

Figure 12: Checkerboard
Detection

first technique we perform a structural dimensional analy-
sis of mental representation (SDA-M) [7] on chess constel-
lations. Mental representations are characterized by well-
integrated networks of basic action concepts or BACs. The
concept of SDA-M was initially used in sports to mea-
sure the movement representation in long term memory
but it has also used for other purposes like representation
of know/unknown objects [8]. In sports involving move-
ment, each BAC corresponds to functionally meaningful
body postures and movement elements but in chess they
would represent representation/structures of chess constel-
lations. In this pregame assessment of the mental represen-
tation structure using the SDA-M technique, the test player
is presented with a classification set, consisting of chess
constellations, for clustering the BACs using the split pro-
gram. In the split program the test player labels chess con-
stellations as similar or dissimilar to the anchor constella-
tion. This information i.e. distance between the various
BACs is stored in a distance matrix. Then a hierarchical
cluster analysis is used to transform the set of BACs into
a hierarchical structure. These hierarchical clusters created
by the test player are compared with the hierarchical struc-
ture of the BACs from an expert (Fig. 13(a) ), depending on
the similarity value of two structures the player is given a
rank or classified broadly.

The second approach is the online eye gaze assessment,
using the eye gaze movements recorded with the eye tracker.
The data from the eye tracker could be analyzed in several
possible ways. One option is to present the player with
a chess problem to solve and then compare the eye gaze
movement of the player in the situation with that of the ex-
pert. The other possibility is to analyze the eye gaze move-
ment of the player in real time with the help of the chess en-
gine. For this, the most probable move of the player could
be guessed by analyzing the eye gaze movement and then
the move could be ranked using the chess engine. Saccades
between the most fixated field could also be analyzed to find
the most probable move of the player. The rank of move,
then, could be used to further assist the player.

The two approaches, pregame assessment of mental rep-
resentation structure and online eye gaze assessment, are
then merged and compared either with each other or with a
standard player classification technique for chess. This al-
lowed us to investigate the effectiveness and authenticity of
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the these two approaches. Furthermore, the results of the
two approaches can also be used to analyze the weaknesses
of chess players and provide adequate training.

5.2. Realization

For the pregame assessment of the mental representation
structure, two different sets of stimuli were developed for
the split program. The two sets had different criteria, to an-
alyze the critical thinking ability for finding the most prob-
able move and to analyze the critical thinking ability for
finding the end result of the game The criteria for one set
was to find the balance in the game and determine whether
white or black was in the better position in the given chess
constellation. Each chess constellation required different
level of assessment, in some constellation the situation was
clear and in others, some specific and definite development
in game puts either black or white in a strong position. The
test player was expected to find such situation and then de-
cide upon the side which was stronger. Fig. 13(a) and 13(b)
shows example stimuli of chess constellations used in the
experiment. In Fig. 13(a) black has advantage over white
or can produce a definite advantage and in Fig. 13(b) white
has an advantage or can produce a definite advantage over
black, hence these two chess constellations are highly dis-
similar.

In the other set, the player had to classify the chess con-
stellation on a different parameter. Here white had a clear
advantage over black and the player was expected to deter-
mine the number of moves in which a definite checkmate
could be achieved.

On comparing the result of the test player with the ex-
pert player, the test player’s understanding of the game
was determined and player was classified in either Novice,
Medium or Expert category. This classification procedure
was tested with 8 players, 3 of them were experts from the
Bielefeld Chess club and Bielefeld University, where as rest
were non expert chess players from the university.

In Online Eye Gaze assessment the test player was asked
to find the best possible move in the presented chess con-
stellation. The eye gaze movements were recorded using
the eye tracker (here we used Eyelink II [10] for improving
the performance of the system as Eyelink II has a higher fre-
quency(250 Hz) than the ETG glasses(60 Hz) and hence we
had more precise information and better results). This data
was used to calculate the parameter like average fixation du-
ration per field, Number of fixations per field etc. From
these parameters the key figures and the key squares were
calculated. These were compared with key squares and fig-
ures calculated from the expert’s eye gaze movements to
determine the player’s understanding of the problem. Then
as part of the player tutoring system, player is advised to
focus on the key figures and key squares and look for the
best move using this information. This classification pro-

cedure was tested with 4 players, 2 of them were experts
from the Bielefeld University, whereas rest were non expert
chess players from the university. Some stimuli had similar
constellations with different level of distractions and expert
avoided the distraction to focus on the problem but novice
player could be distracted and hence fixated upon less im-
portant pieces and squares.

5.3. Evaluation

In Fig. 14 , you can see the result of pregame assessment
of the mental representation structure of a test player and
an expert. In the Fig. 14 , we can see that the fine clas-
sification by the expert and the coarse classification by the
test player. A high similarity value (close to 1) represents
a higher expertise level. The result of the SDA-M Proce-
dure are dendograms that are more hierarchically in case of
experts and less in case of novices. On the y-axis we see
the Eucledean distance between the stimuli (the more often
two stimuli are considered as similar by the test player, the
lower are their Euclidean distance).

The result from the online eyegaze analysis is presented
in the Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b). The Total fixation duration
per field and the Number of fixation per field are presented
in the Fig. 15(a) and 15(b) . It is clearly visible from the eye
gaze movement of the expert that row 8 and column D have
high significance in this particular situation and the rook at
D2 is a key figure. The eye gaze movement of the test player
closes resembles that of the expert in this case. The high
number of fixations on the square D3 could be because of
the experimental error and drifts in fixations. It can also be
observed that the expert had a more focused vision of the
game than the player.

The result from the two approaches have not yet been
combined together or compared with the result from a stan-
dard chess classification technique.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

We improved the chess piece and board detection and they
have produced promising results. Also we are the first who
worked on individualized feedback using an eyetracker. But
even under simplifications, the computer vision challenges
we are facing in this project are inherently difficult to per-
form. It turned out, that even with knowledge about the ob-
jects, we still need constraints to develop a feasible system
in terms of usability. The new feature of player classifica-
tion with the pregame assessment of mental representation
structure and online eye gaze assessment has produced good
results. However, our approach first needs further evalua-
tion and comparison with the standard player ranking meth-
ods. In the future, online eyegaze assessment could be im-
proved with involving the assessment from the chess engine.
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(a) White to move, black has advantage (b) White to move, white has advantage

Figure 13: Stimuli from the classification set of finding the balance in the game

Figure 14: Pregame assessment of the mental representation structure
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(a) Test Player (b) Expert Player

Figure 15: Eye gaze results

The future work should concentrate on increasing the com-
fort of the player further and to create an invisible, easy-to-
use assistance tool. Further more a player tutoring system
could also be added along with the assessment system.

7. CONCLUSION

Our previous system was able to assist chess game by pro-
viding hints for next moves to the users but was unable to
detect chess pieces and chess board detection was also not
very robust. We were able to successfully detect the 2D fig-
ures chess pieces so now the system can detect the positions
of chess pieces even when the glasses where not used from
the starting of the game.We were also able to classify the
player’s expertise level based on the the eye movements and
mental representation structures and long-term memory.
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ABSTRACT

Supporting human rescue teams with robots is a current re-
search topic [4], [9]. We focused on the task to identify
human victims and dangerous areas for rescue teams. Our
work is using a multi robotic approach in which cheap small
robots shall assist the rescue squads. We built a heteroge-
neous distributed multi sensor system that classifies objects,
in which each robot has only one sensor and is called expert
for his sensor.

BeBots [8], developed at Heinz-Nixdorf-Institute at
Paderborn are of use as basis for this task. As Middleware
to realize communication between the BeBots RSB [16],
Robotics Service Bus developed at CorLab Uni-Bielefeld,
was introduced. Each expert robot uses its sensor to classify
a human. In regards to a multi sensor system the results of
each expert were combined in a sensor fusion, which com-
putes the final result. Our evaluation shows that each expert
works seperatly and the fusion is able to classify on the basis
of the experts output whether there is a human or fire.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a disaster area one main task of rescue teams is to re-
cover and safe victims. This is a dangerous task due to the
fact that rescue teams often have to deal with hazardous and
unknown situations. In this application area, robots can be
used to support them. The advantages of using robots in
rescue scenarios are threefold [9]. First, the robots could
explore new areas and search for further victims while the
rescuers safe current known victims. This kind of task shar-
ing increases the posibility of finding and saving all vic-
tims. Second, robots are superior to humans in hazardous
and long term situations, due to the fact that only the life of
battery is limiting. Finally, a robot is less valuable than a
human and can be replaced more easily. Instead of a human
rescuer, only robots have to risk their “life”.

One challenge they could adopt is determining the po-
sition of victims. For this task the robot must be able to
classify a human and drive to the place.

The multi robotic approach aims at the replacement of
complex single solutions, like the GETBot [13], developed

at the University of Paderborn, to reach a higher overall sys-
tem robustness. Another advantage is that small robots are
not as expensive as a big robot.

In this paper, we present a sensor fusion with focus on
the sub-task of classifying humans in rescue scenarios by a
distributed, heterogeneous sensor system. This means that
we have different sensors and each of them is running on
one robot. The classifiers are able to classify a feature of a
human, for example human voice via microphone.

The sensor fusion is able to classify a human with the
classification results of each sensor expert. So the classifi-
cation of different human features is combined in the sensor
fusion.

The design of our system is described in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 gives an overview of the construction of the hardware.
The software components are explained in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 contains the evaluation of each classifier and shows
the robustness of them. The discussion follows in Section
6.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

The aim of this system was to classify objects, especially
humans. Our approach was to use BeBots, which come
along with several different sensors. Using all of these sen-
sors simultaneously in approximately real time seemed im-
possible because of the limit computing power. We decided
to split up each sensor and let each BeBot just use the input
values of one special sensor. This BeBot became an expert
for the sensor it used. So the BeBot which used for exam-
ple the camera just used the camera for getting input data.
To classify a human, it could do a face detection with the
camera image and then sent the result of this classification
to a further BeBot. This further BeBot was not an expert for
any sensor, but it was an expert for the sensor fusion. It re-
ceived and collected the classification results of all experts
and fused them to a final classification (Figure 1).

The goal of this system was not to introduce any move-
ment of the robots, even if this would bring new scopes. We
focussed on the communication and classification. A possi-
ble application scenario is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the scenario. The yellow arrows rep-
resent the communication messages sent from the robots
which are sensor experts to the robot which runs the sen-
sor fusion

Figure 2: Application scenario. On the left side there is a
victim which gets classified by the BeBots around it. On the
right side there is the output of the sensor fusion.

This distributed classification had several benefits: we
were not limited to just use the BeBots. We could combine
different robots in this network, for example the AMiRo [7].
Also we were not limited to the sensors: a new sensor could
be integrated very easily to the system by just sending its
classification results to the sensor fusion, which could han-
dle new input data adaptively. We were also independent
to the number of robots in the system and to the number of
robots using the same sensor, as mentioned in section 3.2.

3. HARDWARE & SETUP

In the following section we present the robot, called BeBot
we used to build up a distributed multi sensor system. Also
the communication interface we created, using the middle-
ware Robotics Service Bus, short RSB is explained.

3.1. BeBot

As mentioned above we used BeBots [8] developed at
Heinz-Nixdorf-Institute Paderborn, for our distributed multi
sensor system. These robots, see Figure 3 are equipped with
a low resolution SVGA-camera, a microphone and twelve
infrared sensors around the chassis.

Figure 3: A picture of the front view of a BeBot

The BeBots operating system is Ubuntu, a pokey Linux
operating system. The main processor works with 600 MHz
and has got 256 MB memory. The robots also have a FPGA-
Board to speed up computation of image processing tasks,
due to the lack of CPU power. The BeBots provide Blue-
tooth, WLAN and USB connection for programming and
communication. Because of the energy efficient design they
can run up to 4 hours with one 3.7 V / 3900 mAh lithium-ion
accumulator in our scenario.

3.2. RSB Communication Interface

We used RSB (Robotics Service Bus) [16], developed at
CorLab Uni Bielefeld as middleware. To enforce a sensor
behavior act model on the BeBot, which gave us the possi-
bility to a simple integration of other robots as the AMiRo
[7]. We needed two different kinds of RSB communica-
tion: an intra robot bus communication to send messages
from one program to another on the same BeBot, and an in-
ter robot communication, to send messages via WLAN to
another BeBot (Figure 4).

 

 

Communication Sequence 

Inter Robot Communication (WLAN) 

Classification 

Sensor Fusion 

Intra Robot Communication 

Sensor Driver 

Figure 4: Overview of the communication sequence.

For the implementation of a modular sensor behavior hi-
erarchy, we separated the sensor driver in one program and
the classification of these sensor input data in another pro-
gram. If the sensor driver had new input data, these data
were sent via RSB on the intra robot communication to the
affiliated classification. After the classification was finished
just a float representing the percentage value of the clas-
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sification was sent via the inter robot communication to a
further BeBot. This robot ran two applications. First it ran a
socket server which spread the network between the robots.
As a second it ran the fusion program in which all different
classification values were collected and fused them for a fi-
nal classification of the output of all sensor classifications
(Figure 5).

Camera Sensor 

Behavior 

Act 

Micro-
phone 

Infrared 

Face 
Detection 

Motion 
Detection 

Human 
Voice  

Detection 

Infrared 
Wave 

Detection 

Sensor Fusion 

Robot Independent Robot Dependent 

Intra Robot Communication 

Inter Robot Communication 

Figure 5: Overview of the whole communication structure.

The sensor fusion could distinguish all the different
classification values it received as input by their specific
sub scope. For this implementation we developed a hier-
archical sub scope system, in which we combined the infor-
mation about the BeBot who did the classification and the
class to which the sent value belonged to in one sub scope.
For example, if the infrared classifier, ran on BeBot number
12, calculated a fire-value of .87, this BeBot would sent the
value .87 to the sub scope /IR/12/fire. So the fusion could
distinguish to which class the sent value belonged to. This
structure provided also the possibility to have more than one
expert of the same kind in the network.

4. FEATURE DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION

In the following chapter we explain how each sensor expert
classifies features out of its special sensor input. We also de-
scribe the sensor fusion, which combines the features from
each expert to a final classification whether there is a human
or fire.

4.1. Microphone

The expert for the microphone is able to detect human voice
in the captured sound. Due to the fact that we only wanted
to classify the existence of speech we had to find charac-
teristics of human voice. The characteristic we used was
frequencies which are typical for human voice. To get the

frequencies of our captured sound we used Fourier transfor-
mation [2]. Because of the limited computation power of
the BeBot we implemented the “Danielson-Lanczos” algo-
rithm [12]. The frequencies between 250 Hz and 2000 Hz
contains the most significant frequencies of human voice.
As our feature, which is the input of the classifier, we cal-
culated the sum of the frequencies from 250 Hz to 2000 Hz
divided by the overall frequencies.

Then we had to train our classifier with training data.
The training data contained sound samples with and without
human voice. After the training phase we got two functions:

Feature x

y

0 0.1 0.2
0

10

20

30

silence
human voice

Figure 6: Two functions represents the classes “human
voice” and “silence”

one for the classification result of human voice and one for
the classification result of silence (Figure 6). The maximum
value of both functions for feature x represents the class the
output belongs to. Feature values lower than the point of
interception represents the class “silence” and those which
are higher represents “human voice”.

The sound we were classifying in our classifier is cap-
tured with the following recording settings:

• Frequency: 8000 Hz
• Channels: 1
• Format: “raw”

For capturing audio via microphone we used the program
“arecord” of the alsa-utils [14]. We captured the lowest pos-
sible duration of one second into a sound file which has to
be load by the classifier. From that sound file we used a
small snippet of 256 Bytes.

4.2. Camera

For the assessment of camera images we implemented two
different kinds of classification. On one hand there was a
face detection, on the other hand there was a motion de-
tection. We split these classifications in two programs. At
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this point, having a driver for the camera image was indis-
pensable, otherwise both programs would try to capture the
camera for their own if they are executed simultaneously. A
camera driver publishing the images in the intra robot net-
work prevented this, so both programs could simultaneously
receive the current camera image and could do a classifica-
tion. We used OpenCV [3] for the image processing.

4.2.1. Face Detection

We implemented two very different algorithms for the clas-
sification of a human face in the camera image, the LBPH
(Local Binary Pattern Histogram) [1] and Eigenfaces [15].

LBPH extracts Local Binary Pattern histograms from
small areas of the face and concatenates these histograms
“into a single, spatially enhanced feature histogram”[1],
which represents the face image. The classification comes
about a nearest neighbor measure.

A different approach is Eigenfaces. In this connection
an average face represented as a high-dimensional space is
calculated. The eigenvectors of this space are called “Eigen-
faces”, which represent “significant features”[15]. An im-
age to be examined is mapped in this space. For the clas-
sification a weighted sum of this Eigenfaces is calculated,
the resulting weights decide if there is a face in the image
or not.

Both algorithms based on the same training data. We
used a selection of the cropped face database of the Univer-
sity of Sheffield [11] containing 59 images with 20 different
people of different age and gender. We just use their frontal
face from different angles.

4.2.2. Motion Detection

Motion detection was just possible if the BeBot itself did
not move at all. It was based on a mixture of Gaussian.
For this it took a history of the last images and detected
the differences in these images. Basically this was used to
detect a foreground of an image but this foreground could be
interpreted as motion in the image. For the classification, we
counted the number of pixels belonging to the foreground
and normalized them.

Due to the fact that this classifier could detect a fore-
ground in an image in whom there was no movement, we
needed an offset to prevent this. This offset represented the
fixed foreground in the current basic frame and was calcu-
lated with no motion in front of the camera. After the cal-
culation of the offset, the BeBot could detect motion only
in the current scene. If the BeBot was moved to another
viewpoint the old offset became invalid and it needed a new
calibration to calculate the offset for the new scene. This
process allowed the possibility to change the scenario with
just a new calibration.

4.3. Infrared

The basic idea of the infrared classifier was to differ be-
tween three classes of infrared (ir) values. We had the idea,
that there should be different distributions of the infrared
values for each class, so that we could use estimators in or-
der to get a possibility for each class, see Figure 7. The first
class is “noise”, where nothing is close to the BeBot and the
ir-values are very low. The second class is “human”, where
the ir-values should be greater and the third class is “fire”,
where the ir-values should be extreme high. In order to get
possibilities between zero and one we normalized the output
of the estimators used for the infrared classification.

IR

P

0

0.5

1

nothing
human
fire/light

Figure 7: Diagram of the infrared value distributions. On
the x-axis the infrared values from the sensor and on the
y-axis the probability for the classes

The infrared sensors of the BeBot have a receiving and a
sending component, which is a typical setup for getting in-
formation about distances to obstacles. For the task of mea-
suring distances an offset is computed by the micro con-
troller. This is done to get reliable data, that are cleaned
of measuring errors, which can occur due to exterior influ-
ences like sunbeams or other light sources that the sensors
can measure. This setup is normally used to implement col-
lision behavior on the robots.

With this standard setup we were able to classify “noise”
with a Gaussian estimator, because we got a normal distri-
bution of the infrared values. The classifier was trained with
example data recorded on a BeBot standing on an empty
desk.

To classify “fire” or a “human” we needed a different
setup of the ir-sensors. We wanted to get precise informa-
tion about the intensity of the incoming infrared waves with-
out any precomputation or offset that cleans the data. In or-
der to differ between a human or a light source we had to
reconfigure the BeBots micro controller that computes the
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infrared values from the raw data of the single sensors. With
this data from the ir-sensors we thought it might be possi-
ble to get different distributions to classify whether there is
a light source that sends ir-waves or there is a human. We
got an exponential distribution of the infrared values for the
light source and could classify on the basis of an exponential
estimator for the class “fire”. The estimator needs training
data of typical infrared values, very high values, when there
is a light source.

To achieve the goal of classifying a human, the idea was
to use the same Gaussian estimator that we used for classi-
fying “noise” with the infrared expert. With the difference
that we had to train it with a data distribution that appears
when there is a human close to the sensor. We thought the
distribution of the values would be normal distributed for
this scenario. But the classification of ir-waves of humans
failed, because the ir-sensors on the BeBot work on a lim-
ited spectrum wavelengths and the wavelengths of infrared
light that comes from a human is just outside the range of
the BeBots sensors. So we got no peak or distribution at all
for humans.

4.4. Sensor Fusion

The sensor fusion is the node that has a connection to all
other experts of our distributed multi sensor system. It
is connected via our communication interface, described
in chapter 3.2 to the experts that use a sensor to classify.
The sensor fusion collects the results the experts computed
for the three different classes “fire”, “human” and “noise”.
These results are possibilities with floating point values be-
tween zero and one. Each sensor expert sends all features
he is able to compute to the sensor fusion. That means the
fusion BeBot gets results for “human” from the camera and
microphone experts, for “fire” from the camera and infrared
experts and for “noise” from camera and microphone ex-
perts. We use a Naive Bayesian approach [5] to fuse these
sensor results. We basically use a maximum a priori classi-
fier to compute a final result what the robots have detected,
see (1). P (S = s|C = c) describes the probabilistic in-
formation in sensor S about class C. The Bayes theorem
provides the possibility for P (C = c|S = s), from which
the class with the maximal value is taken as winner.

CMAP = argmaxP (C = c|S = s)

∝ P (S = s|C = c)P (C = c)
(1)

Because the experts work with different classification
frequencies, due to computational power of the different
tasks, it was necessary to compute an end result with 1 Hz.
In this case we can ensure that each expert has classified and
sent their results to the sensor fusion BeBot.

5. EVALUATION

In this section we show results of the evaluation of our ex-
perts. It is mainly about the reliability and quality of the
data that the different classifiers compute. The basic setup to
evaluate the expert programs was similar to the setup shown
in Figure 1 in chapter 2. The setup was static and the robots
were standing around the object in a distance from 10 cm to
20 cm.

5.1. Microphone

We tested the microphone classifier for reliability in four
scenarios: silence, scream, music and simultaneous music
and scream. For silence there was no sound source around
the BeBot, for scream we shouted at the BeBot, for music
we placed a sound source which plays music next to the
BeBot and for music and scream we combined the scream
and music test into one test. In Table 1 you can see the
feature values for capturing the sound via “arecord”. We
used the features as input for our classifier. The values of

silence scream music music + scream
0.00030 0.05374 0.00852 0.15363
0.00030 0.16327 0.01097 0.52365
0.00030 0.12654 0.51002
0.00030 0.14014 0.14742
0.00030 0.46489
0.00030 0.33581

0.00030 0.04685
0.00042 0.03314

0.05246
0.06689

Table 1: Shows the value of our feature for captured sound
via “arecord”. Values above the line are classified into cor-
rect classes and values below are wrong classified.

silence test are constant low as expected and right classified
as silence. The values scream test are classified as scream,
but some values are so deflected that they get classified as
silence. The failure classification depends on using a little
snippet of the sound file. As we mentioned we capture a
one second sound file. For the classification we use only the
beginning of this file. Due to the rest of sound we are losing
many information for classifying it correctly.

Test series with music produces values that are classified
to the “scream” class. Captured music creates frequencies in
the range of our criteria for scream which is human voice.
To differentiate between these classes we need to specify
our frequencies in our classifier. Simultaneous playing of
music and scream tests creates the highest value in our tests.
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Due to the music and the screaming the values results from
many frequencies in our range of human voice.

We compared our chosen frequencies with another pos-
sible range where formants are. Formants are spectral peaks
of the sound spectrum of the human voice. On the one hand
we have the range from 250 Hz to 2000 Hz where typical
frequencies of human voice appear and on the other hand
the range of 320 Hz to 1000 Hz, where the first formant for
all vocals appear. In principle the smaller range of frequen-
cies does not optimize the feature for our classifier. The
second formants seem to be very important for our feature.
Because of that we need the range of 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz
for a better classification.

5.2. Camera

Due to the fact that the camera expert is divided in two dif-
ferent experts, we will evaluate these experts separated.

5.2.1. Face Detection

At first, the accuracy and the computing time of the learn-
ing and classification steps of the LBPH algorithm will be
shown. Afterwards we take a look on Eigenfaces.

We tested our face detection with two different persons
in a distance of 20 cm from the camera. The results of the
LBPH are shown in Figure 8. With an average classification
value of 64,53 % of Person A and 44,97 % of Person B,
the classification results of LBPH are not very clearly. The
results are also very distributed, so the average deviation of
Person A is 16,21 % and of Person B 8,14 %. The average
computing time in 84 images is 2136 ms per classification.
The training of the classifier is done in about 4000 ms.

The Eigenfaces show other results (Figure 8). Here we
have an average classification value of 93,3 % of Person A
and 77,79 % of Person B. Further these classification results
are not as distributed, so the average deviation of Person
A is 7,17 %, the average deviation of Person B is 6,15 %.
Eigenfaces need an average computing time of 113 ms per
classification measured over 470 images. About 10.000 ms
are needed to train this classifier.

We have also tested the Eigenfaces to false positives.
In 30 classifications of different objects we get a maximum
value of 42,2 % as face classification result, the average is
30,56 %. In 37 images with no special object in front of the
camera we get a maximum value of 19,26 %.

We have also tested the Eigenface classification in dif-
ferent distances between the face and the camera. The clas-
sification result decreases by increasing the distance. Up
to 30 cm, the results are almost 100 %. Then the results
decrease. At a distance of 50 cm, the classification result
is about 60 %. At the distance of 100 cm the values have
fallen to about 35 %, which is still a deflection compared
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Figure 8: Comparison of Eigenfaces and LBPH

to the default values with no special object in front of the
camera.

5.2.2. Motion Detection

The motion detection is a quite robust component. If there is
no motion in front of the camera, the motion detection has
never calculated a classification value above 5 %. Figure
9 shows the classification results when a person is crossing
the camera. The motion detection computes one frame in an
average time of 115 ms measured over 800 classifications.
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Figure 9: Classification results of a person crossing the cam-
era perspective. The person enters the camera perspective
at image number 5 and first leaves the perspective at around
number 20, depending on how far the person was away from
the camera. At image number 25 the person re-enters the
perspective and leaves at image number 38 (.5 m distance)
or image number 40 (1 m distance).
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5.2.3. Parallel Computing of Motion and Face Detec-
tion

As mentioned in 4.2 it is possible to have a face detection
and motion detection in parallel. This parallel computing
changes the computing time. So the motion detection sub-
side from 115 ms per frame to 123 ms, measured over 200
classifications if Eigenfaces is running in parallel, and 127
ms over 200 classifications if LBPH is running in parallel.

If Eigenfaces and the motion detection are running si-
multaneously, the computing time of Eigenfaces subsides
from 113 ms per frame to 118 ms per frame, measured over
134 classifications. If LBPH and the motion detection are
running simultaneously, the computing time of LBPH sub-
sides from 2136 ms to 2206 ms measured over 80 classifi-
cations.

5.3. Infrared

To evaluate the infrared classifier we used different tools to
create ir-waves. We used an electric blanket, a hot air gun
and a light bulb. The tests with the hot air gun and the elec-
tric blanket failed, due to the same reason we can not detect
humans with the ir-sensors. The reason is, also explained
in chapter 4.3, that the sensors have a limited spectrum of
infrared waves they can sense and humans, electric blankets
or a hot air gun do not emit infrared waves in that special
spectrum. The light bulb does emit infrared waves in a big
spectrum and that is why the sensors can measure them and
we can classify them. We assume that a fire in a rescue sce-
nario will also emit ir-waves in a large spectrum and our
classifier therefore can compute reasonable data.

distance probability
0m to 1m > 90%
1m to 1.5m >70%
1.5m to 1.75m > 50%
1.75m to 2m < 50%
2m and more < 22%

Table 2: Classification results of a light bulb according to
distance

In our test case with the light bulb in a lab, it was possi-
ble to classify the light source about a distance of two me-
ters. Table 2 shows detailed results according to the per-
centage the classifier computes and the distance between the
robot and the light source.

5.4. Sensor Fusion

To evaluate the sensor fusion component of our system we
had to record data with the whole expert system running.

We setup four different scenarios to record data that are rel-
evant for the task of finding victims or fire with the multi
sensor system. The first one is a scenario where the BeBots
find a human lying on the ground asking for help from time
to time. In the second scenario the system had to classify
a light bulb, which simulates fire. The third scenario where
no human or light bulb take place is for classifying “noise”.
And than we had a last scenario where we had fire and a hu-
man. In this case the priority was to detect the human that
has to be rescued. In all scenarios a static setup was used
where the BeBots did not move.

We used the Wekatool [6] to evaluate our recorded data
with a Naive Bayesian maximum a posterior classifier simi-
lar to our implemented classifier and a Multi Layer Percep-
tron [10]. For the training of the classifiers we split the data
with tenfold-cross-validation rule.

classified as→ human fire noise
human 181 5 7
fire 9 123 5
noise 11 2 50

Table 3: Confusion matrix Bayes approach

The Naive Bayesian maximum a posterior classifier,
short MAP classifier correctly classified 90 % of the in-
stances. The confusion matrix in Table 3 shows the results
in more detail. On the diagonal one can see the correctly
classified number of instances, the rest of the matrix are
wrong classifications.

classified as→ human fire noise
human 180 5 8
fire 4 132 1
noise 8 0 55

Table 4: Confusion matrix MLP

The MLP classified 93 % of the instances correctly
which is a improvement of 30 % compared to the Naive
Bayes classifier. But considering Table 4 compared to Ta-
ble 3, one can see that the classification of “noise” with
the MAP classifier has 38.5 % more wrongs then the MLP.
Pretty similar behavior of the classifiers with the class “fire”
where the MAP has 74.3 % more wrong classified instances
then the MLP. Only at the class “human” the MAP could do
12 % better then the MLP.

6. DISCUSSION

In this work we build a distributed multi sensor system with
the robot BeBot. The classification value computed in this
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system is able to classify both human and fire and this could
be a help to human rescuers in a hazardous disaster sce-
nario. But we have to face up our system in the context of
a real disaster scenario, because our tests and evaluations
took place in laboratories and not in the real world.

6.1. Lab results

The laboratory results show that our system is running quite
robust in test scenarios, as mentioned in section 5.

6.1.1. Microphone

For classifiying via microphone we had the goal to recog-
nize if there is human voice. The classifier we present in this
paper is in principle able to identify human voice. In general
we had problems with noise in capturing part. To specialize
the classification of human a detection of formants could be
used to have more specific frequencies of human voice.

6.1.2. Camera

The algorithms Eigenfaces and LBPH yield very different
results. Comparing both classifiers show that both Person A
and Person B can be better recognized by Eigenfaces than
LBPH (Figure 8). This combined with the fact, that Eigen-
faces are much faster in the calculation of one frame (Eigen-
faces: 113 ms, LBPH: 2136 ms) led us to use the Eigenfaces
for the face detection.

6.1.3. Infra Red

The classification with a Gaussian estimator and an expo-
nential estimator so far works fine, compare to chapter 5.3.
But the infrared expert lack the classification of the class
“human”. This is an important task in a rescue scenario
and can be accomplished with infrared sensors that have a
greater spectrum of infrared waves then the BeBots sensors
have.

6.1.4. Fusion

The results of chapter 5.4 show, that the sensor fusion with
the Naive Bayesian approach has some disadvantages com-
pared to a neuronal network like a Multi Layer Perceptron.
The MLP in general classifies better, because the Perceptron
does 30 % less misclassification’s. This is why the imple-
mentation of a Multi Layer Perceptron or more general a
neuronal network would pay of.

6.2. Real World

The distributed multi sensor system in this work, was able
to distinguish between human victims and dangerous areas
where fire burns. The BeBots served well as platform to

build the classifier system and to evaluate the system on the
robots. In the context of a real disaster scenario, one should
use a different operating platform then the BeBot, because
it was designed for teaching and student work in a lab. Due
to the flexibility that comes through the use of small compo-
nents communicating via RSB, it is possible to change the
platform very fast and easily.

A different point is the use of a distributed multi sensor
system compared to a multi sensor system that runs on one
bigger robot. A disadvantage of the distributed system is,
that we need multiple robots in front of an object to classify
it with a high reliability with data from different sensors.
Advantages of the distributed system on the other hand are
surely the cost efficiency of many cheap robots, the fact that
they can cover more ground in a searching scenario and that
they are replaceable. In the case one robot fails the system
would still be able to complete the task.

Looking towards future projects it would be interesting
to build a “semi-distributed system”. The idea is to combine
the advantages of the one robot solution and our system.
The key to that goal is an intelligent fusion program, that
searches for objects with a simple sensor. When there is
something detected by the robot it will start the other expert
programs in a chain in order to have a classification with
data from all sensors, in order to get a good reliability of the
results.

7. CONCLUSION

We have successfully implemented the idea of a distributed
expert system which was able to classify both human as well
as a fire simulation with the combination and fusion of the
classification of different sensor data. The modular hier-
archy with the sensor behavior separation combined with
the adaptive communication interface lead to a decentral-
ized system, in which further sensors or further robots can
be integrated very fast and easily.
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ABSTRACT

Many advanced Human/Computer interaction devices, such
as speech or face recognition, virtual agents or graphical
interfaces are available but experiments and research often
only concentrate on one system. As the creation of a user
interface using multiple state-of-the-art input and output de-
vices, and managing the interaction of these devices is hard,
we propose a method to design these interactions using sim-
ple state charts to make it feasible for non-specialists to cre-
ate user interfaces that include multiple different devices to
experiment and prototype with next generation interfaces.
We conducted a use case study to assess the system and its
user friendliness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Technology is evolutionary, it keeps changing. The same
goes with user interfaces. The earliest type of interface was
called “Command line interface”, where a keyboard was
used to access a program in a computer using a set of com-
mands. With the addition of pointing devices (such as the
computer mouse) the interfaces evolved to “Graphical User
Interfaces”. Nowadays the inputs are no longer restricted
to mouse and keyboard but also includes other pointing de-
vices such as a stylus, joystick, and touch screen. The com-
puter device can be mobile, tablet, PDA, MP3 player and
even TV.

Now user try to design “next generation user interfaces”.
They have several heterogeneous input and output devices
available. Integration of these into a single interface is dif-
ficult especially for non-programmers or researchers of dif-
ferent institutes as the original developers. This results in
research that is concentrated on only one or few of these
new technologies.

Frameworks like Crosstalk [1] use state machines to
script the scene flow with virtual agents. As state machines
provide easily understandable way to create content even
for creative, non-programming users. We want to expand
on the idea of using state machines to make it feasible de-
signing a next generation user interface and controlling the
interaction between different systems.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the users concept and the three important
parts of next generation interface design. The main objec-
tive of this project is to create a framework that makes it
possible to easily integrate different devices into one inter-
face or program. As interfaces are event driven, it is possible
to describe the behaviour with finite state machines, so that
it should be possible to design the interaction using State
Chart Extensible Mark-up Language (SCXML). As the po-
tency of the different technologies like virtual agents rises
the framework should be easily expandable to handle differ-
ent devices. Designing the graphical interface is a big part
so we want to use an established software to make the cre-
ation of these as easy as possible without developing a new
interface designer.

Figure 1: Three parts of next generation user interfaces

3. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

The used software components include:

1. Apache commons SCXML which is used for imple-
mentation of an engine aimed at execution of a pro-
gram behaviour defined by a finite state machine as
SCXML file.
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2. The Ipaaca middle-ware that is used to realize the
communication between the SCXML engine and ex-
ternal programs. Ipaaca implementations for Java,
Python and C++ are available. Ipaaca uses incremen-
tal units [2] containing one or more strings to sent
messages from an output buffer in one program to the
input buffer of another program.

3. The Articulated Social Agents Platform (AsapRe-
alizer) which is the Behaviour Markup Language
(BML)[3] realizer for incremental, fluent and multi-
modal interaction with a virtual human or robot.
BML is used for defining gestures, facial expression
and speech performed by a virtual agent.

4. Qt4 is used as a cross-platform interface realizer. The
Qt designer is used to generate UI files.

Figure 2: TNGG Architecture

The architecture of the TNGG engine is shown in Fig-
ure 2. TNGG(SCXML) section 3.1 loads the SCXML file,
executes the correct skills and actions and reacts on events
to control the program flow. Skills and actions use features
of TNGG(Externals) section 3.2 which handle the commu-
nication with other systems. An Example would be Bil-
lieConnector which provides a say function to let the Billie
agent speak. Externals can be used to hook-up different de-
vices, currently connectors for a memory, qtinterface and
the billie agent are implemented. The connector are respon-
sible to start the needed software, in the example of the Bil-
lieConnector the Agent itself, the ASAP realizer[4] and the
BillieTranslator. The developed software components will
be briefly explained in the following subsections.

3.1. TNGG(SCXML)

The main module handles loading and execution of scxml
files using Apache Commons SCXML[5]. To run user de-
fined behaviour, an easy to use extension of apache com-
mons AbstractAction was designed. These will be automat-

ically linked during load of the scxml. Actions will be au-
tomatically executed by the apache commons SCXMLEx-
ecutor. The possibility to create functionality is expanded
with TNGGSkills. These will be executed if the id of a
state matches the name of the skill with a prefixed “$”. In
difference to actions, skills will automatically fire “skill-
name.success” or “skillname.failure” after execution.

3.2. TNGG(Externals)

To use and control the interaction of different systems with
TNGG, the communication between them and TNGG is de-
fined in this sub project. Currently the ipaaca middleware
is used but the usage of others is possible. For each sys-
tem used a “AbstractConnector” has to be implemented.
The purpose of these connectors is to start the different
systems on demand the installation prefix of external soft-
ware can be changed with the “-psoa” and “-pext” argu-
ments. Also ipaaca handlers on the specific per connec-
tor defined prefix(ipaaca category) are created. The default
handler parses all messages received on “prefix” for “event”
and “memkey”. Events get prefixed and fired in the state
machine . Handling of “memkey” is described in 3.2.2.
The following subsections describes the developed “Exter-
nal Programs”.

3.2.1. UiLoader

The UiLoader is a c++/qt program that creates and shows
QWidgets by loading ui files during runtime. The action
“ActionUiLoad” used the QtConnector to send a load mes-
sage containing the filename of the ui file which triggers
the creation of a gui window. Interact able objects get con-
nected to send their object type and object name as events
over ipaaca. Objects like combo boxes send their value on
start and on every change over ipaaca so they can be put into
the connected memory. The name of the Object is used as
memory key.

3.2.2. ExtMem

Simple implementation of a memory using key-value pairs
to store information. If the MemoryConnector is initial-
ized the ipaaca payloads of every connector get parsed for
memory key-value pairs and saved into memory with “pre-
fix.key” as key. Memory is read by creating a message that
contains the key. This is then published over ipaaca and
filled with the corresponding value from ExtMem. As soon
as the value is written the MemoryConnector receives the
change and return the memory values.
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3.2.3. BillieTranslate

This External Program translates strings into BML[3] and
send over ipaaca to the agent so they can be executed by the
asap framework. The functionality of this program could be
included in the connector but as the asap framework uses the
ipaaca middleware, BillieTranslate is external to not create
dependencies on the middleware inside TNGG.

4. INTERACTION/OPERATION EXAMPLES

Desiging a user interface interaction with example of drink
selection state chart XML(SCXML) file Figure 3, shows the
drinkselection menu SCXML file and below it is Coffee.ui
user interface file linked to Coffee state in SCXML file. For

Figure 3: State chart XML file for drink selection menu and
coffee.ui user interface file

making the interaction with user interface file, 3 steps are
involved:

4.1. Making User Interface file

User design the user interface using Qt Designer. User can
make use of widgets like buttons, spinboxes, etc. to show in
ui file. In example of figure 3 widgets push button is used.
This button is given label as ”End” and also object name for
push button is ”End” which is shown in lower right hand
side in figure 3 pointed with arrow.

4.2. Making SCXML file

For creating SCXML file, we used fsm-editor to create
SCXML file. fsm is finite state machine editor for mak-
ing SCXML files. A corresponding state in SCXML file

can be linked to user interface file. For use case study, we
made SCXML with 5 states namely Menu, Coffee, Water,
End state. First state $SetupAll was made to run skills in
background to make system ready for execution.

4.3. Transition from user interface file within a SCXML
file

For example, to make the transition between End and Coffee
states in SCXML file, see figure 3, for triggering of events
like pressing of button by user, can be implemented by us-
ing syntax ”UI.BTN.ObjectName”. Here, UI: represents the
ui file, BTN: represents the button in ui file, ObjectName:
represents the name of Object like push button in user inter-
face file. In figure 3, we have used objectName as ”End”.
So, for making transition from previous state to the state
which link this user interface file we have to label transition
between these two state as ”UI.BTN.End”.

SCXML actions were used for connecting user interface
file and sending message to agent billie.

5. USE CASE STUDY AND RESULT

5.1. Method

The system evaluation objective was to check the user
friendliness of the system as whole. Evaluation was re-
quired to reach our goal of making an easy to use system
and to improve some minor bugs. Evaluation helped us to
demonstrate our programs progress.

The main goal in use case study was to create a Graph-
ical User Interface. The main task was divided into four
subtasks, to check the progress in steps and give some cru-
cial information about the system to the user. For every task
completion, relevant information was provided through the
documents.

The first task was to run the TNGG system with state
chart XML(SCXML) file and get to know about working
of the system. The main idea was: To make user familiar
with SCXML and its use in our program. The user would
learn about the states and events like pressing of button in
user interface that triggers transition between states. The
user were asked to look in SCXML file and answer some
questions about the states at which they were present before
each events.

The second task was to connect a user interface file with
one state in SCXML file. The idea was: to make user un-
derstand about the actions and how to use these actions in
SCXML language. The user had to learn to connect user in-
terface file with particular action and how the user interface
file will pop up whenever a particular state was reached.

The third task was to make a transition between two
states through user interface file by editing the transition
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name. Here, the user would learn about: Naming of tran-
sition for receiving the events like clicking of button from
user interface file.

The fourth task was to send a message to artificial agent
Billie and make him speak that message. Through this task
user gets to know: Which action to be used for sending mes-
sages and how to connect this action in one particular state
in SCXML file. By completing this task, the user was able
to make graphical user interface with artificial agent Billie.

We ran the use case study with eight participant. They
all were technical user with computer science background.
All the users were male and within the age group of 22-32
years.

We collected qualitative and quantitative data from user.
Qualitative data: In this users, were handed evaluation sheet
before case study and were asked to rate their programming
skills and expertise with artificial agents. After user case
study was completed user were asked to fill questionnaire
about ease, understanding of task and clarity of documenta-
tion. Quantitative data: This data was collected in form of
time required to perform each sub tasks and answer the set
of question in each subtask.

5.2. Results

We are showing the results of each and every task in a box
plot graphical representation and their explanation. In each,
task we are showing the median, upper and quartiles, min-
imum and maximum data values. Boxplot graph is given
below

Figure 4: Box plot showing time completion for the indi-
vidual tasks

Task 1: We identified the average time taken by the
user to complete this task was 7 minutes 14 seconds. Here,
users took more time to understand the state chart, but they
got complete idea of the program through the changing of
states in debug window and then they were able to answer
the questions very easily. Some users, who were familiar
with the SCXML, they performed this task very quick.

Task 2: Here, user took lots of time in understanding
Action and then editing in namespace. The average time
taken by the users was 10 minutes 30 seconds. This time
result can be seen in figure 4.

Task 3: This task was to make the user familiar with the
transition between two states through user interface file by
editing the transition name in namespace. In this task, users
took on an average 5 minutes 4 seconds. This shows after
performing task 2 users were able to grasp fast about the
transition naming and performed it pretty quickly.

Task 4: This task took on average 5 minutes 40 sec-
onds. In this task, user learnt how to use action required to
perform it from previous task.

Overall the user case study was completed by user on an
average 28 minutes and 28 seconds. In this use case study,
all the users were able to complete the task. However, two
user could not answer the question at the end of task 3 about
the naming of transition and its meaning as they didn‘t un-
derstand it. We conducted the user review about the useful-

Figure 5: Box plot showing user ratings for task and docu-
mentation

ness, ease and clarity of documentation, understanding of
task, ease in completion of task and their satisfaction. We
ask user to rate from range 1 to 5 where 1 meaning not clear
and 5 means very clear. The average rating for the ease
of understanding documentation was about 4.0 out of 5.0
which mean it was clear with some minor confusions.The
average rating of ”understanding of task” is 3.5 out of 5.0
which means it was clear to user why they are performing
task. The average rating for ”ease in completion of task”
is 3.5 out of 5.0 which means user were able perform the
task without any big problem. Some users also gave use-
ful suggestions about the documentation improvement like
explanation in picture itself rather then describing in para-
graph.
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6. FUTURE WORK

TNGG system design now has input from keyboard and
mouse,and interaction with artificial agent Billie. The first
thing to implement in future is to add some more input
and output devices like camera, microphone,face detection,
speech recognition system for voice interaction with user.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented a methodology to connect different de-
vices together for their intuitive interaction(UI elements),
conversational form of virtual agent. We conducted use case
study for the system and took user review about ease and
friendliness of the system.The main outcome of the use case
study was that user were able to make their GUI interface
easily and were satisfied.
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